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New Satellite Section
Lightning Problems in CATV Systems
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Oak protects your earth
station investment!
Space age scramblers...
your secret weapons.
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Keep video
raiders from
tapping your
earth station
profits.

Conserves valuable space.
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Now that you're
paying for anew earth station,
make sure all your subscribers
are paying you. If you use soft
security, video raiders may
be tapping expensive premium
programming and costing you
megabucks. Let exclusive Oak
pay TV security, help you
maximize your profits.

Reliable Oak scramblers offer
the ultimate in security. In MDS
applications, use the Mini-Scrambler
at aremote site. For full systems,
the Oak Mark II scrambler is
used with your modulator at the
head-end. Both employ the
Oak sinewave sync suppression
system for highest security.

If your ship is filling up and space
is tight, relax. Unlike competition,
the Oak premium encoding/decoding information takes only a
¡I
single TV channel. When you
need two more
channels of
outer
space
without
rebuild,
the Econo-Code
can be supplied with a
two-channel option.

Oak also offers an optional
dual-level security system with
both internal and pole-mounted
components, so adecoder
won't work in an unauthorized
location.

Outer space at their
fingertips.

Three ways
to land bigger
pay cable profits.
Oak decoding products give your
system the best pay cable security
in the industry. For 12-channel
or MDS systems, the Mini-Code
is the effective and economical
choice. If you already have afull
12-channel system, you can add a
channel with the Econo-Code
single channel midband
converter/decoder. For larger
systems, the 35-channel
Multi-Code is the best way
to land bigger profits.

.
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Built and
backed by
Oak.

All Oak products are built
by Oak people in company owned
facilities. This is acommitment
to our customers and asymbol of
our faith in the industry. We deliver what we promise, when we
promise it. We follow up with service after the sale, rapid repair
turn-around, and aone-year warranty for all customers.

Remote controls give your
customers fingertip command.
With the Jewel Case Multi-Code
remote, you can pre-determine
any combination of encoded
channels up to thirty-five. A
single detent rotary control simplifies channel selection. A remote switch with control cord
is available for
the Mini-Code.

Bigger payloads!
You'll bring in bigger
payloads because
Oak decoders offer
you performance and
reliability, along with
the security needed
to beat the video
raiders. Protect your
profits and your system. Choose Oak.

INIK Industries Inc.
CATV DIVISION •/
CRYSTAL
TELEPHONE

815-459-5000

TVVX

LAKE,

910-934-3332

ILLINOIS 60014

BRA1

We can put up to 40 channels
right in the palm of your subscriber's hand.
With asimple 12-button keyboard he can select the channel
of his choice and see his selection on an LED display. He can
program up to 10 channels in
the memory system and recall
them at the touch of abutton.
The sealed-touch keyboard
solves the problems of mechanical contacts, and a crystalcontrolled frequency synthesizer eliminates fine-tuning
circuitry and converter drift.
There's an on/off remote option — and more important to
you — there's a hard-security
option that gives up to three
channels of tiered, premium
programming.
And the hand-held remote
control unit is rugged. It can
survive drops and jolts that
could send it to the repair shop.
Even the tough detachable control cord can be easily replaced

by the subscriber. There's less
need for service.calls.
Or box is an easy way to
expand your service and revenue All you have to do is use
our brains.
To find out how, contact your
area salesman, or call toll free
(800) 351-6010 within the continental United States except
Texas. From Alaska, Hawaii or
Texas, dial (915 544-7550. Ask
for Ray Pawley.
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ELECTRONICS INC
A iLflhi7fl PRODUCT
RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
RMS Electronics Incorporated 1977

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Because of delays incurred by
operators in receiving equipment necessary for completion
of construction of earth stations and subsequent requests
for waivers of the 90 day time limit, the Federal Communications Commission's common carrier bureau says it will now
be issuing construction permits for TVRO's which will allow a
period of 180 days from grant of permit to completion of
construction. The bureau also says that lengthy computer
printouts with detailed analyses of scatter interference will
not be routinely required of applicants.

WASHINGTON, DC.—The FCC has given AT&T and GTE
Satellite Corporation authority to conduct a market trial of
video conferencing service via Comstar. RCA and Western
Union had tried to block the move, but the FCC said it was

CI-ED

News
at a
Glance

sanctioning the trial for 12 months in order to facilitate "the
development of new techniques that give promise of
improvement in the communications satellite service." AT&T
will use its Picturephone Meeting Service. The commission
noted that the other domestic satellite carriers were capable
of offering a similar service over their satellite systems, but
none were currently doing so.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has extended the special
AM sterophonic test authorizations previously issued to
stations WGM in Nashville, Tennessee, and WGAR in
Cleveland, Ohio to permit continued operation through
February 27 and February 28, 1979, respectively.
The terms of the extended authorizations are the same as
those contained in the original authorizations. The test
authority may not be used for promotional purposes, the
stations must comply with the requirements of Section 73.40
of the commission's Rules, and test results are to be
submitted to the commission for inclusion in the record of
Docket 21313.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has adopted a further
notice of inquiry on establishing standards for FM quadraphonic sound transmissions. The commission said that
previous comments indicated there was substantial interest
in FM quadraphonic broadcasting and added that technical
comments received, as well as the FCC's own analysis of
technical data submitted, indicated that quadraphonic
systems could be accommodated within the present
frequency assignment plan without objectionable degradation to monophonic and stereophonic radio service.
One of the primary questions remaining is the impact of
the adoption of quadraphonic broadcasting standards and
the possibility of reducing the channel spacing in the FM
broadcast band to 150 kHz or 100 kHz.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has instructed its staff to
develop proposals for studies on the effects of terrain
shielding and directionalized antennas on predicted interference losses caused by VHF "drop-in" assignments. (A
VHF "drop-in" is a new television assignment that would be
located at a shorter distance to another channel allocation
than is required by the FCC's rules on minimum separation.)
Communications-Engineering Digest is published for the Society of Cable
Television Engineers by Titsch Publishing, Inc., 1139 Delaware Plaza, P.O.
Box 4305, Denver, CO 80204.© February 1979. Subscription price: 1 year,
$14.00. Canada and Mexico add $3.00, and foreign subscriptions add $5.00 per
year. Controlled circulation paid at Denver, Colorado.
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Editor's Letter
mr

his February issue of C-ED unveils yet another new, and we believe, informative department—satellites. Every month C-ED will examine one aspect of
satellite-related technical issues. In addition, we will devote a page to the
scheduled hours and alert signals of each satellite-transmitted program.
This time, our inaugural satellite section addresses satellite reliability. And our
program schedule targets the month of March—enough time for system operators
to receive C-ED and post the timetable up on their walls.
As we scanned this first program schedule, as well as those programs we hear
are on the drawing board, we are struck by the vast programming advances the
industry has made since the FCC's TVRO decision just two years ago. But we were
also struck by what we see as perhaps the most serious problem facing the industry
today. Channel Capacity.
In recent weeks Ted Turner's plans for a24-hour news operation were shelved,
in part, due to a lack of interest. The other more critical reason, knowledgeable
sources point to, was the inability of many systems to add another service, simply
because they have, or are about to, run out of room. The so-called promise of cable
is seriously being threatened by the current limits on channel capacity. On the nottoo-distant horizon lurks the telcos. Profits for 1978, Board Chairman deButts
recently noted, were $5.27 billion—five times the total revenues of the cable
industry. AT&T does have all kinds of wherewithal. The cable industry had best
continue to look over its shoulder as well as get cracking on system rebuilds.
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When your picture is
really lousy and
the phone is ringing
off the hook,who's
going to explain to
your subscribers about "
the few dollars you saved
on your last receiver?
Save yourself the worry. Specify Hughes
Satellite Video Receivers for maximum hours
of no-complaints service. We know because
some very important extras are standard.
We offer two patented receivers
with 24-channel agility and
built-in threshold extension.
One offers electronic channel
switching at surprisingly low
cost. The other features
manual channel switching
(without changing crystals).

Most important, Hughes gives you more satisfactory performance.This, plus the no-cost extras,
means low long-term costs. For more information
write Hughes Communications Products, P.O. Box
2999, Torrance, CA 90509. Or call
(213) 534-2146. Because we start to
worry when the phone doesn't ring.
Lean on the leader to keep ahead

'
,
MICROWAVE"'
HUGHES COMMUNIIIITIONS
1
11 I L
;PRODUCTS
1
,
11_1GMES

•IfeCli.iT

COMPANY

Call our service number anytime, day or night (213) 534-2170
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SCTE Comments

Our capabilities are out of this ueorAd

Odds and Ends

the officers and find out exactly what is
happening in the Society. It is your
chance to tell them where they made

By Glenn Chambers

their mistakes in the past and how to

SCTE Eastern Vice President

solve future problems. Ireally exercise

American Television and

my 20-20 hindsight here. Besides, they

Communications Corporation

may surprise you and elect you to

Englewood, Colorado

some office.
(he says he will), we'll never find

If Bob Bilodeau retires as president

L

anyone who can

year. It will contain guidelines on all

"Fastest Pun in the East." Iunderstand

the ways to build asystem for maximum

that we are going to have a bunch of

ooks like the SCTE is going to come
out with aconstruction manual this

•

And ow clients think our services are
out of this world. ecause of our rapid
response to solving their problems. our
capable and experienced staff and our
(omputer system functions
We're proud of our record of accomplishments
in this highly technical field and were
lust as proud of the companies we are
now servicing. because you've got to be the
best to have the biggest and the best
for clients Comsea-ch. Inc's client list
•
speaks for our capabilities
Motorola
Storer Cable TV. Corp
Tele Communications, Inc.
Warner Cable Corp
Cox Cable Communication
Chnshan Broadcasting Network
Amencan Television and Communications Corp
Southern Satellites Systems. Inc
MCI Telecommunications
Fannon Electric Company
GTE Lenkun
Tnnity &Cuckooing Network

new officers this year. Personally, Ifeel

with. Mac Quarashi of A-M Communi-

that this is the best thing that can

cations is heading up the group that

happen to an organization such as

will

ours. Many of the office positions put a

gather, edit

and collate all the
Knowing

Mac

big load of additional work and respon-

and some of the others in the group, I'd

sibility on aperson. If you areas under-

bet on the manual being a good one.

privileged as me, and have to work fora

I'm sure Judy Baer will keep us all
informed on the progress, and maybe
even push a little if things get bogged
down. Actually, she will thump them
with her SCTE yo-yo.
There were quite a few questions
raised at the Western Show as to why
the SCTE has its Reliability Conference

living, one or two years can be a very
long time. When you are a newly
elected officer and all those people
have just voted you in, enthusiasm and
energy are at its highest peak. You feel
you can conquer the world.
You put in untold hours thinking

as a joint effort with the IEEE. The

about, and working on, Society projects.
As time goes on and you become a

majority of the directors seem to feel

stranger at home, your wife starts to

that we do all the work, provide most, if

check your pockets for strange phone

not all, the speakers, and do most of

numbers, your children start to ask if

the advertising. IEEE does do one very

you are another "uncle," and your dog

visible thing though, they readily take

bites you when you go in the yard. This

its share of any profits. Why not have

tends to diminish efficiency in ahurry.

our own Reliability Conference next

Just kidding—our officers are doing a

year and let them have theirs? That

great job, but let's share the fun with

way we can go to two meetings.

everyone.

Maybe this column will let me
squelch a nasty rumor that seems to be
going around. Ihave been called

Frequency Coordination
Point to Point Microwave
Satellite Earth Station

dozens of times since the Western

At Comsearch Inc .our Capabilities are
out of this world but we carry on
daily otwrations at our earth base
located at 293b Chaim Bridge Road
Oakton, Virginia 22124 (703) 281-5550

SCTE. Idid resign as a Region 2

For informatior adous atotal
Frequency Coordination package write
or call Harry Stemple. President.

Show and asked why Iresigned from
the SCTE. Idid NOT resign from the
Director and as co-chairman of the
Reliability Conference. My travel schedule is fast approaching the magic "80
percent on the road" mark and Iam
becoming very heavily involved in
technical education for the company. I

omsearch, Inc
2936 Chan Bridge Road
Oztton Virginia 22124
(703) 261-6560

just don't feel that Ican do justice to
additional SCTE duties. In my mind,
the SCTE will always be number one.
Don't

forget the annual

meeting

held in conjunction with the Reliability
Conference in Denver. For most of us,
this is the one place you can meet all

8 C-ED February '79

him as the

reliability at costs-per-mile we can live

available information.

But you donit have to be.
Comsearch. Inc in one year has
•
established itself as aleader in the
satellite communications industry. We
specialize im Frequency coordination
of satellite earth stations

equal

Glenn Chambers

and Chapter News
Melbourne Technical
Meeting Very Successful
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA—The Society
of Cable Television

Engineers con-

ducted a highly successful two-day
technical seminar on January 8 and 9
at the Holiday Inn-East in Melbourne,
Florida. The seminar featured panels
and discussions on CATV Towers,
Lightning, Power Surges and Standby
Protection. Also included on the program were CATV tower construction,
maintenance and inspection, and FAA/
FCC rules.
Over 150 attendees and 32 exhibitors
can attest to the high quality and
productivity of the seminar. In addition
to the panels and exhibits, the Melbourne seminar featured outdoor
sessions, films, Certificates of Completion, lunches, workshops and, last
but not least, the First Annual FlakyFrisbee contest.
Once again, Ralph Haimowitz and
the SCTE must be congratulated for
putting together a very successful
technical program.

SCTE Elections Coming Up
WASHINGTON, D.C.—New officers
and directors will shortly be elected to
take office at the Eleventh Annual
Membership Meeting held in conjunction with the CATV Reliability Conference
1979.

in

Denver,

Thomas Olson, TOMCO Communications, Mountain View, California.

Association, will explore new technologies of fiberoptics, earth stations,
satellite reliability and data commu-

Four candidates have been nominated to run for each of the regional

nications. The Real World: Reliability
in CATV Systems Design will address

director positions to be elected for a
two-year term: Region 1 will encompass California, Oregon, Washington,

effective methods of system design
using new computer technologies as
well as weli-known manual information

Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Hawaii and
Alaska. Region 3 is composed of North

gathering tools. Thomas Polis, director
of Technical Services, Magnavox CATV,

and South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa,
Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. Re-

will moderate this panel.

San Angelo, Texas; and treasurer,

gion 5covers North and South Carolina,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Ala-

a panel ttled Manpower Reliability:

bama, Georgia and Florida.
Glenn Chambers, long-time board
member and Charter SCTE member
has resigned as director of Region 2

Personnel Management and Training.
Mac Qurashi, president of AM Communications Corporation, hosts
speakers addressing System Con-

due to health and job pressures so an
election must be held within Region 2

struction: Good Engineering and Business Practices Spoken Here.
Panelists participating include
Ishwar Aggarwal, director of Optical

to fill the remaining period of his term,
through 1980. This region includes
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
New Mexico and Texas. Since Bill Ellis
has agreed to run for the office of
eastern vice president, one year remains of his term as Region 4 director
covering Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee.
Larry Dolan's Nominations Committee (Bob Luff, Jim Emerson, Ralph
Haimowitz, Jim Grabenstein, Bob
Toner and Glenn Chambers) are to be
congratulated on a fine job for coming
up with so many nominees which will
make this year's election race very
exciting.

February 27-28,

The Nominating Committee, under
the able leadership of its chair, Larry

Gerald L. Bahr, chief engineer of
Trans Video Corporation will moderate

1979 CATV Reliability
Conference Speakers
Announced

Fiber Research, Valtec Corp.; Judith
Baer, executive director, SCTE; Gerald
Crusan, vp-Engineering, Comcast
Corporation; James Duffey, manager,
Systems Design and Bid Proposals,
Magnavox CATV; Dave Emberson,
manager of National Technical Services, RF Communications; Barbara
Lukens, manager, Design and Drafting,
ATO; Richard Mueller, engineering
manager, Dickinson Communications;
Larry Nelson, chief engineer, Comm/
Scope; John O'Neill, director of TV
Services, University of WisconsinPlatteville; William Ross, director of
Field Operations, AM Communications; C Dean Taylor, vp-Marketing,
Systems Wire and Cable; George F.
Taylor, division construction engineer,

the various positions open on the

DENVER,COLORADO—The SCTE

ATO -Orlando; Robert Vallerand,
western regional engineer, ATO-San
Diego; Joseph Van Loan, director of

SCTE board. Candidates are being
contacted by telephone to determine

and the Broadcast, Cable, and Consumer Electronics Society of the IEEE

Engineering, Viacom Communications;
and, Paul Workman, technical trainer,

whether or not they will accept the
nomination to run for a seat as either
regional or at-large director.
The Nominations Committee has

have announced the speakers and
panelists participating in the Fourth
Annual CATV Reliability Conference,

Mission Cable TV.
SCTE or IEEE member advance
registration fee is $75. Non-member

February 27-28 at Stouffer's Denver
Inn, in Denver, Colorado. Glenn

advance registration fee is $90. Additional charges are applicable for on-

Chambers and W. Sherwood Campbell,
both of American Television & Com-

site registration. The fee includes
luncheons, one reception, sessions

Dolan, met on December 21 and drew
up a proposed slate of candidates for

unanimously approved the following
slate of officers to serve in the 1979-80
year and will present this slate to the
full board by mail: president, Harold R.

munications in Englewood, Colorado

and one copy of the Official Confer-

Null, Storer Cable TV, Sarasota, Florida;

are conference co-chairmen for the
1979 program.

ence Record. Registrations must be
mailed to SCTE, Post Office Box 2665,

Viacom Communications, Dublin,

The two-day conference will feature

Arlington, Virginia 22202. Hotel reser-

California; eastern vice president,
William Ellis, Evansville Cable TV,
Evansville, Indiana; secretary, Ken-

four major panels. CA TV and the Blue
Sky: How to Keep the Clouds Away,

Stouffer's Denver Inn at (303) 321-3333.

hosted by Robert Luff, vp of Engineering
for the National Cable Television

Albertson at (202) 659-2131.

western

vice

president,

Frank Bias,

neth Gumer, UA-Columbia Cablevision,

vations must be made directly with
For additional information, call Mila
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if we didn't keep
"Good Buddy"
out of your system,
someone else might
be number one.
Today with CB radio interference
adding to direct pickup problems, Times
is your Good Buddy. We give you achoice
of cables with special shielding to keep
distractions out.
Where interference problems are
really tough, you can use our new 95 dB
shielding efficiency drop cable. For CB,
ham, hospital and ignition, it brings you
three layers of protection; aheavy primary
braid, a100% foil wrap and then another
retaining woven braid. And you'll find that
the heavy primary braid also makes it easy
to install the connectors rapidly and
securely.

For ademonstration of the RADIOMETER method of testing shielding effectiveness, see TIMES at
booth #40 at the Texas CATV
Meeting, Feb. 7-9, Hotel Hilton,
Palacio Del Rio.

In more peaceful electrical surroundings, you can count on our standard 80
dB shielding efficiency drop cable made
with 100% foil wrap covered by aretaining
woven braid. In cable systems across the
nation, this economical construction has
proven its effectiveness.
Not every manufacturer goes to the
trouble of giving you this wide choice.
Maybe that's why every manufacturer isn't
number one. We made acommitment to
bring you solutions to all your cable
problems. By making the industry's
broadest line of quality cables, Times
keeps the commitment. If we didn't,
someone else might be number one.
For more information, just contact
Times Wire & Cable, Wallingford, CT
(800) 243-6904. Or call your nearest
Man From Times.

Times Wire &Cable

The #1 Cable Company

358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, CT 06492
800-243-6904

In Canada, Comm-Flex Electronics,(514)341-7440
DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC

Lightning and MTV
Spiems
By Hansel Mead
Vice President of Engineering
Q-Bit Corporation
Palm Bay, Florida
I' he subject of lightning protection is,
in itself, a treatise of procedures to
minimize the chances of damage or
minimize the amount of damage to
components during astrike. If a CATV
system is spending $8,000 per year for
repair due to lightning damage, protective measures could reduce this to
less than $1,500 per year with less equipment down time. From a business
standpoint alone, some investment in
protective devices is surely worth
consideration. It will become apparent,
in the further discussion of lightning

High electrostatic fields are gen-

stroke, 100,000 amps are going to flow

erated during storm activity within the
clouds themselves. These fields, between the top and bottom of clouds,

through various paths with most of the
current following the path of least
resistance. These current flow paths

create electron flow from top to

could

bottom. This discharge period occurs
in very short steps of less than 1 uS

chors, and downlead cables to headend electronics, and then follow apath

(10- 6 seconds) length and at arecurring
stepped rate of 50 uS. This activity
builds corona leaders (stepped leaders)

from the electronics to power line
ground and also into the system trunk
cable exiting at the headend. A 400-

which extend below the base of the

foot tower has approximately 150 u
Henrys of inductance. This causes an
initial inductive voltage buildup lasting

clouds toward the ground. As the
leader approaches the ground, its
large negative charge induces a positive charge on objects below it on the
ground, especially objects projecting
above the earth. This in turn attracts
the leader toward the ground positive
potential and creates streamer corona
upward from ground objects. When

include tower base, guy an-

for a little more than 1u second at the
top of the tower. For a 100,000 amp
stroke, this short voltage peak calculates out to about 7.8 million volts.
For the rest of the stroke period, the
voltage drop is developed by the total
resistance to ground. If this value were
1
/
2 ohm, there would be an IR drop

phenomena, that total no-damage
protection is not feasible or practical.

these corona leaders reach a close

There is evidence of rare lightning

enough distance, breakdown occurs

of 50,000 volts.

strikes of such energy that it staggers

and a large discharge current from the

downlead to the headend has no DC

the imagination.

ground-to-cloud occurs called areturn
stroke. This follows the original leader

return on its center conductor, at the
top it would, after the initial inductive

path and results in high electric current
flow. Maximum current flow is reached
in less than 1uS and lasts for approxi-

kick, assume some portion of this
50,000 volt drop between the center

Stroke currents of

over 340,000 amperes have been recorded and power explosive effects
equivalent to 600 lbs. of TNT have
been calculated during large lightning
strikes.
According to Dr. Rodney Bent of

mately 20 LIS. A smaller current maintains the stroke path for periods

In this case, if a

conductor and shield. This, of course,
would cause arc over. If a DC return
was connected, the center conductor
would eventually share some portion
of the 100,000 amp current and possi-

Atlantic Science Corporation, "A cloudto-g round lightning discharge is made
up of one or more intermittent partial
discharges. The total discharge, whose

extending over 100 uS.
The return stroke current usually
causes damages. Currents, of course,

time duration is on the order of 0.5
seconds, is called a flash; each com-

mental data (by Bent) indicates a
probability distribution as follows:

ponent

luminous

If lightning strikes an object there is a:

Once one is convinced that stroke

phase is measured in tenths of milli-

• 90% probability the current will be

seconds, is called a stroke. There are
usually three or four strokes per flash,

• 10% probability the current can be as

current is going to flow through whatever paths it can find, it makes sense to
furnish this charge with a controlled

discharge,

whose

the strokes being separated by tens of
milliseconds. Often lightning as observed by the eye appears to flicker. In
these cases the eye distinguishes the
individual strokes which make up a

vary depending on cloud size. Experi-

less than 10,000 amps.
high as 60,000 amps.
• 2% probability the current can be as
high as 150,000 amps.
Thus, if protective measures can be
taken allowing a system to survive a

bly fuse some component. There is
substantial evidence of high current
flow from downlead cables to power
line and trunk cable.

low resistance path(s) to conduct a
high percentage of the current. The
use of a lightning rod allows control of
a most probable point of the lightning
strike to an elevated structure.

flash. Each lightning stroke begins
with a weakly luminous pre-discharge,

50,000 amp stroke with no damage, it

the leader process, which propagates
from cloud-to-ground and which is
followed immediately by a very lum-

a 100,000 amp stroke. Let's examine
what happens when lightning strikes a
400-foot tower. Current is going to

the ground and attached to a steel
tower is not really a serious approach

inous return stroke which propagates

flow from ground to tower by whatever
path it can find. If it is a 100,000 amp

Let's look at the problems:
• The number six copper wire is

from ground-to-cloud . ."

may receive only minimal damage from

A number six copper wire wrapped
around a steel post buried six feet in

to "grounding" a 100,000 amp strike.
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inadequate to handle the magnitude of
current.
• The ground post is not deep enough.
• The copper/steel interface will corrode due to dissimilar metals and
create a high resistance joint.

Figure 2) for the top connection. Using
cable clamps, attach heavy guy galvanized steel wire to bolt ends and guy
wires. Likewise, attach grounding to
extended bolts on tower base (see
Figures 3 and 4).

cal resistance from the earth itself.
Large surges of current into a rod
result in large voltages at aground rod.
Likewise, a voltage gradient during a
strike exists along the surface of the
earth radially around a ground rod.

Good grounding of a tower is not
difficult or very expensive. All of the

This gradient can be several thousand
volts per meter within a few meter

components and services needed are

radius of the rod (see Figure 5). It is this
phenomena that sometimes kills cows
and horses standing beneath trees. It is

available locally. Both the tower and
guy wire system are of heavy duty
galvanized steel. Several guys terminate at one anchor point and a multiple

not advisable to attach to, or drive a
ground rod close to, grounds for other
services. Grounds closer than 60 feet

ground system can be incorporated
because guys are required. Thus, a

can couple into each other. Grounding
of underground cabling can receive

four point ground system can be
realized (see Figure 1). Since the guy

good protection through proper care
Figure 3

taken in
points.

making

the grounding

Battery terminal grease, or equivalent, should be used at joints to prevent
corrosion and be sure each sectional
leg in the tower has agood connection
(at least one bolt in each leg per
section).

Figure 1
anchors are several hundred feet apart
each ground is independent. The
complete system should be construc-

Figure 5

ted of galvanized steel components so
a dissimular metals joint problem is
avoided.
The ground rods should be made of
11
/-inch galvanized pipe put down into
2
the ground 20 to 30 feet depending
upon dryness of soil and area. In rocky
areas, a well drilling company can
easily handle 11
/-inch pipe. Drill out an
2
outside pipe cap and insert a 1
/-inch
2
galvanized full threaded bolt (see

For pole-mounted cabling, one
should look at the case in which the

Figure 4
One sharp point lightning rod extending higher than any other point on
the tower, in most cases, will divert
lightning to strike the rod. For connections and size remember the rod will
carry the full current of a stroke.
For search antennas on rotators, use a
battery cable to bypass the bearings of
the rotator.
Install downlead cables so that they
are running on the inside of the tower.
This will protect them from side flashes
and prevent electromagnetic fields

cabling is alone on poles. A static line
(wire) over (at least ten feet) the cable
run will afford some protection for
strikes to poles. It is still possible for
side flashes to reach the cable but the
main current will be carried by the
static line. The static line and cable
should not use the same ground rod.
The grounding wire down the pole
from the static line should be kept as
far as possible from the cable. During a
strike several tens of thousands of volts
can be on the ground wire and can arc
over the cable (see Figures 6 and 7).
For cable on poles sharing other
services, the cable service can use the
other service cables (say power lines)

from being induced into the downleads.
Protecting cable plant requires a
somewhat different approach for protection. The cable system is not only
concerned with protecting its equipment but also protecting the subscriber's equipment. Likewise, the
cabling and grounds are often intermingled with other services, such as
power and telephone, into a subscriber's residence. A ground rod into
Figure 2
12 C-ED February '79

the surface of the earth sees an electri-

Figure 6

MICROWAVE
MEASUREMENTS MADE EASY!

tieet,.*
TVRO

CARS

Texsean's microwave down converter permits measurement in the MDS (2.1 GHZ) TVRO (3.7 GHZ) and
CARS (12.7 GHZ) band with existing VHF test equipment. Spectrum analysis, signal strength and even
microwave sweeping are possible with the MDC-3.
Available as an option are three bandpass filters which
speed and simplify the measurement process. The filter
kit is required for sweep operation. The MDC-3 has a
calibrated insertion loss and adjustable local oscillator
for each band. Other frequencies are available.

Tencan

TEXSCAN CORP.: 2446 N. Shadeland, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219, (317) 357-8781, TWX 810-341-3184
THETA COM: 2960 Grand, Phoenix, Arizona 85017, P.O. Box 27548, 85061, (602) 252-5021, (800) 528-4066 TWX: 910-951-1399

Tower plastic cable clips.

for static

protection.

Use the same

grounding philosophy as with the

Plated, hardened, flat headed steel
masonry nails,pre-assembled
ready for use.

static line.

First in Enyland and now almost first
in the United States.

m.

Fm.

sta.

Sold by leading distributors throughout the country.
Write for samples and descriptive literature today,
giving names of your supplier:
Weldone Trading Co. Inc.
1401 Legendre St. W., Suite 106
Montreal, Quebec H4N 2S2 Tel. 514-381-8861

Sulk I., G.., tmea To O'rermt Ne, To Ca.

FLAT

EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES IMPORTER

Six gooçjans why
the Sawyer Se
s- 3000
is the worlds Inest
CATV standby supply.

s.

Figure 7

Bonding

Compact
design.

Up to 1000 VA
output with 90%
efficiency — in a
31 x 13 x 15 inch
package.

2.

Modularity.

Easy-to-remove
modules.

Bonding is simply an electrical term
used to define the electrical connection of two or more conductors. Bonding or connection is an important
aspect in electrical equipment and a
prime factor in failure of electrical
apparatus or systems.
Normal off-the-shelf electrical apparatus usually has connections designed and provided to adequately
interconnect them with interfacing
equipment. Providing connections for
grounding structures or equipment
housings usually must be improvised
by the designer or installer. Likewise,

Reliability.
Complete
accessibility.

With isolated
battery compartment.

Heavy duty.
Heavy-gauge steel,
double-locked
enclosure.

Environmentally
tested.
Operating temperature -40F
to +140F.

Lightning- surge
protection.

configuring a grounding system to
cope with lightning discharge requires
different considerations than normally
powered equipment.
An antenna tower will normally
conduct only a few microamperes
(10- 6 amps) to ground, except during a
lightning discharge where it can instantaneously be subjected to currents
exceeding 200,000 amps. Failure of the
interconnect during astrike, of course,
defeats its primary purpose.
Bonding is normally accomplished
in one of three ways:
• Welding

All units available in pedestal
or pole mount. Send for complete
data on Sawyer's sensational new
Series-3000.

Sawyer

Sawyer Industries, 5649 Peck Road, Arcadia, CA 91006 —(213) 442-5981
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• Brazing or Soldering
• Pressure bonding
The pressure bond is the most common connection in electrical equipment. Welding or brazing is, at least in
theory, the most reliable connection.

Each of the three techniques, however,
has some disadvantages.
Welding some metals is difficult and
can destroy protective plating sur-

current and size are the main considerations in selecting a proper conductor, not resistance or type metal.
The ground rod in the earth is the

faces, subjecting it to corrosion. Braz-

highest resistance path in agrounding

ing or soldering to some metals is

system anyway. Copper wire is mechanically weak and expensive. This

difficult or impossible. Both welding
and brazing are usually impractical to
accomplish in the field and make it
difficult to remove or change out
equipment. Pressure bonding (i.e.,
bolting or compression fit) can be

restricts its use for grounding to only
special applications.
No matter how elaborate the grounding system, improper bonding makes it
all for nothing. Likewise, bonds must

1-500 MHz RF
Instruments
And Devices
For Signal
Processing
And Measurements
• RF Amplifiers
• RF Analyzers
• RF Comparators

subject to corrosion especially if

be maintained to assure good con-

dissimilar metals are used. Corrosive

nections.

salts create a high resistance "joint"
resulting in failure of the connection.

• RF Switches
• Hybrid Divider/Combiners

Circuit Protective Devices

• RF Detectors
• Impedance Transformers

Failure of a connection during a
lightning strike usually starts an arc,
generating heat, resulting in fusing
and complete separation of the joint. A
good pressure bond, however, with
compatible metals will cold weld
during a high current surge.
Aluminum conductors are the most
unreliable metals for pressure bonding
but can be welded to a very reliable
connection. Aluminum metal forms an
aluminum oxide coating immediately

There are three different types of
circuit protective devices which can be
used for different applications. These
devices can absorb, without damage,
thousands of times the transient surges (voltage and current) that signal
transistors or diodes can. Such devices
are beginning to be used widely in the

standing of these devices, older equipment can be modified to incorporate
more protection.

resistant. Aluminum oxide is an insulator and is the reason aluminum is

widely on cable signal lines. In its static
condition it displays almost infinite

so difficult to pressure bond.

resistance and low capacity. When it
fires (arcs) due to overvoltage it

available to apply to pressure bonds.
These compounds are chemically inert
but seal a pressure bond from air and

WIDE BAND ENGINEERING
COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 21652. Phoenix. Arizona 85036
Telephone (602) 254-1570

PRIORITY REPAIR SERVICE
24 to 48 HOUR

The Gas Discharge device is used

TURN AROUND

displays very low resistance and can
carry several hundreds of amperes of
current over ashort period of time. It is

moisture so no corrosion can occur.
There is nothing magic about using
copper conductors for lightning. Copper is a good (low resistance) conductor of current. It can also be

a crowbar-type circuit protection
device going to a near short circuit, as

soldered or pressure bonded easily. It

fires, it can become so hot that it will
not release when used on low imped-

is compatible with brass, nickel or tin
plated bonding terminals. Fusing

• Filters
• Available 50 or 75 Ohms

most modern electronic equipment.
With a good, comprehensive under-

on contact with air. It is this oxide
coating that makes it so corrosive

Various grease compounds are

• Precision Terminations
• Precision DC Block

long as enough current is available. Its
main short comings are that it takes
over 1.0 uS for it to arc, and, after it

ance power supply lines such as line

•

SAVE TIME
AND MONEY
WITH THIS

MULTI-FUNCTION

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

To Amp. Stage
Gas Downer,

Internal RF

022 OHM
54V

22 OHM
BPS

Parer 30 or 60
AC Bypms
Sometimes G.O. won't release clue to heat.
Regenerate and ',Inoue.» consInron.

Power Tn.
850 Arne Sorge
RCA 40918

"Follow On" Problem

Figure 8

10 to 60 Channel 2Digit Tone Receiver
System Accepts 2 digit address plus
the oto latch, and the #to unlatch. Available also with momentary contacts for
"raise/lower" applications. Automatic
telephone answering circuits built in.
Write for Brochure on
High Speed Tone Signaling Products

Method To Rebore. Follows On Current

4>
E

N1ONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
216 Housel Ave., Lydonville, NY 14098

Phone: (716) 765-2254
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PVC&

back in series can also be used on low
voltage AC power lines (see Figures 9

transients can spell the end to semi-

and 10).

damage transformer and electric motors

Metal Oxide Varistors (MOV) de-

not properly protected with an MOV

vices are not semiconductors. They

device (see Figures 9, 10 and 11).
It is hoped this short paper reveals
at least the awesome energy released

are rather a soft clamp device for AC
Man. Yea*.

conductor rectifiers and can even

power lines of 80 volts or more. They
can, however, dissipate extremely high
energy transients without damage.
Large units are available which can
protect 220 VAC, 200 ampere service.

during a ground-to-cloud lightning
discharge. It is naive to assume protective measures can always guaran-

Q-Bit Corporation pre-amplifier power

tee equipment will not be damaged.
The use of proper grounding techni-

sources had invariably lost power

ques and incorporation of circuit

sometimes referred to as "follow on"

transformers and rectifiers from lightning damage before using varistors.

current (see Figure 8).
The Avalanche Surge Zener has a

For three years after using varistors
only one unit has been known to lose a

protective devices can, however, greatly
reduce failure and damage to equipment.

Figure 9
powered amplifiers. This effect is

The layman points to a wire terminated at aground rod and assumes the
lightning current all ends there. It
actually ends at aseveral meter radius

Protection /wetter Circuns

Preamp Output

from the rod. Several thousand volts
can be induced on a small ground rod
during a direct lightning strike.

Amp. Output

Choke

Gas Ducharge
(CG 75L1 75 Volt Clare

a. 2 OHM
(May) Device
GE 130L 10<10A
1307. 20<20A

IDC To Amp. <

0(20V) DC
Surge Zener
1.5 X (20V) •30 V
TZC 33
Senticon
•
Fm Neg. Voltage

1

AC

\

220 V AC
(2) Surge Zener
4 X AC (OMS)
Voltage

Where do you ground a 400-foot
tower? Everywhere you can. The
earths' resistance to the ground rod is
the highest resistance element in the
grounding system. A six-foot rod can
vary from a few ohms to several
hundred ohms resistance in dry sandy
soil. Theoretically, every time the rod
length is doubled the resistance drops
in half. Once moist soil is reached,
however, the resistance will drop
drastically.
Separating ground systems (in
theory) is all right, but most fire codes
require all services into a building to

_ _J

use the same ground points. This is for
good reasons, as side flashes or
voltage differentials between equipment to different grounds can be very
hazardous. Grounding is mostly common sense, but whatever the designer

Figure 10
power transformer. Voltage transients

works out must conform to local and
federal electrical codes. Circuit pro-

somewhat different than conventional

have been recorded on 117 VAC power

tection

zener diodes and a larger device (say

lines to exceed 2,000 volts. Such

reds of thousands of amps of transient

sharp clamp knee. Its internal design is

devices can withstand hun-

50 watt) is put in a smaller package

current and there is conclusive evi-

(say 5 watt size). For short periods of
time, these devices can handle large

dence that even though protection
devices sometimes fail during large
transients, they still protect critical

surges of power. For instance, a5watt
unit can handle 1,200 watt peaks for 1
mS.

circuits. Gas Discharge devices contain the arc even after the metal ends

Its failure mode, due to over-

dissipation, is to internally weld to a
short condition. This is a good failure
mode during transient conditions

have burned through and surge zeners
weld to a short.

because it still protects transistor

Even though this paper discusses
large 100,000 amp strikes, these are a

circuitry even though the device has to
be replaced.

somewhat rare occurence. Ninety
percent of the lightning strikes will be

Due to its large internal capaci-

less than 10,000 amps. Designing

tance it cannot be used on signal lines.

protective measures and grounding to
cope with 100,000 amp strikes will

Its main use is for low voltage DC
power supply lines. Two units back-to16 C-ED February '79

Figure 11

result in sufficient reduction in damage.

When it comes to
Multi' Pay TV Security...
VITEK Cable Traps are
not in the picture.
First, second, third
or any premium
channel...
the picture from the
head-end
is what your subscriber
is paying for...and
that's what he gets...
with no possible
signal impairment!

It's easy to tell
the difference between
Negative and Positive
Security
Scramblers and decoders are active
and positive devices which are in-line
with the premium channel.
VITEK's Multi-Channel Traps are
passive, negative devices which are
only connected to the taps of subscribers who don't want the premium
channel.
So they either get the whole picture
they paid for, or none at all. In fact,
there is no security system that can
deliver aclearer picture.
VITEK's on-the-pole, single-channel,
negative traps have established their
superiority over other types of security devices in long-term stability and
reliability. You get the same cable
configuration, construction features
and reliability with our Multi-Channel
Traps.

And now the Best Pay-TV
Security Devices may also be
the least expensive means of
securing premium channels.
Increased Pay Penetration
According to the latest figures* (Paul
Kagan), average pay penetration of
houses passed has increased from
12.7% to 15°h' and average pay penetration of basic subscribers has increased from 27% to 31%. .in just six
months from Dec. '77 thru June'78.
Basic/Pay Combination Trend
Cable operators constructing new
systems in major markets are offering
basic and pay services in combination
from the very start, and in more and
more instances are offering multipay/multi-tiered service as well.
You know that the more you have to
offer, the better chance you have for a
sale.
•July 5, 1978 edition of Paul Kagan Associates
Pay TV Newsletter.

This is true in franchise negotiations
as well as marketing your services
to basic subscribers.
And it makes sense that if you're
getting into multi-tiered pay service, it
pays to trap more than one channel
initially for thesmall added cost. You'd
be surprised at how economical it
really is.

So from adifferent point
of view.... VITEK's Cable Traps
are very much in the
picture offer all.
Call or write today for up-to-date
information. VITEK Electronics, Inc.,
4 Gladys Court, Edison, NJ 08817
(201) 287-3200.

VITEK

NEWS
Western Union to Launch
Westar III in August
UPPER SADDLE RIVER, NEW JERSEY
—Western Union has announced that it

tude. Westar I is at 99 degrees and

nels and electronic message routing
equipment. The remaining part of the
service involves the physical delivery

Westar II is at 123.5 degrees, 22,300
miles in space over the equator. The

of information in hard copy form by
postal employees.

Western Union has requested the
orbital slot at 91 degrees west longi-

Westar system covers

proval.
Westar Iand Westar II, launched for

integral part of Western Union's national transmission system, which

common

carrier providing facsimile

message

transmission

Western Union by NASA in 1974 as

includes a 9,000-mile transcontinental
microwave network and extensive
local cable facilities. Many Western

services to the public under tariff.
Graphnet sought an inquiry on the
scope of the FCC's jurisdiction over

union services, including Mailgram
messages, are transmitted via satellite.

ECOM which the Postal Service proposes to offer using services and

The Westar Ill satellite, like the
present Westar satellites, has 12 transponders. Each transponder relays

facilities provided by the Western
Union Telegraph Company.

America's first domestic communications satellite system, are approaching full-capacity use. Westar II has

nearly all

of

The action was the result of a

plans to launch its Westar Ill satellite in
August, and has asked the Federal
Communications Commission for ap-

North America and Hawaii.
The Westar system is used as an

1,200 one-way voice circuits, one color
TV signal or data at up to 60 million bits
(units of computer code) per second.
NASA has called on Western Union
to develop an advanced satellite network to track and handle communications with other spacecraft in the
1980s. Western Union is building and
will share in the use of this system for
its next generation of satellites.

Inquiry Begun on Electronic
Computer Originated Mail
Western Union's Westar Ill satellite
recently underwent an extensive checkout at Hughes Aircraft Company (the
manufacturer), and was found to be in
excellent condition for launch. Seen
inspecting the satellite are two Western Union engineers.
been a ground-ready spare for the
system, and Western Union has made

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Federal
Communications Commission has
begun an inquiry to study the legal and
policy issues posed by Electronic
Computer Originated Mail (ECOM) as
proposed by the U.S. Postal Service.
ECOM represents an end-to-end
service intended to transfer information from an origination point to single
and multiple destination points. Part of

request for adeclaratory ruling filed by
Graphnet Systems, Inc., a specialized
and

delivery

The commission said the inquiry
would involve three basic issues:
jurisdiction, tariffs and certification.

New Earth Station
Policies Explored
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Due to technical and policy changes that have been
(and will continue to be) occurring in
satellite communications, the FCC has
begun an inquiry to determine whether
its present earth station regulatory
program can be improved or eliminated.
"While the present regulatory program provides significant benefits,"
the FCC said, "it wishes to explore
whether those benefits are worth the
costs they impose upon both the applicant and the commission. Possibly
those benefits could be obtained at a
lower cost by modifying the present
program. Alternatively, some users may
prefer reduced benefits at lower cost."
The FCC now requires that athree-

this service involves a transfer of

step process—frequency coordination,

payments to NASA entitling the com-

information in electronic form using

pany to a short-notice launch date.

wire and radio communication chan -

construction permit and licensing—be
followed before putting a new earth
station into operation. Frequency

„

,
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coordination appears to be the most
time-consuming and perhaps the most

efe

In its inquiry, the FCC will seek
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• What are the benefits and detriments to cable operators and other
licensees resulting from the present
FCC policies?

CATALOG 13: PAY TRAPS 2.W
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ILTER
315 431.3953
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expensive aspect of the application
procedures.
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\ ,
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• What changes in these policies
should be made, including the possibility of an optional licensing program
in which unlicensed operators do not
receive protection from interference?

scheme

technique is now used by several

While the present regulatory pro-

distinguish between common carrier

hundred CATV systems throughout
the United States, Canada and Europe.

gram "provides significant benefits,"

The tuition-free seminar will be held
April 2through 6, at Hughes' Torrance,

wishes to explore whether these benefits are worth the costs they impose on
both the applicant and the commission."

• Should

the

regulatory

and non-common carrier operated
receive-only earth stations?
• To what extent do the international radio regulations affect the
commission's flexibility to deregulate
receive-only earth stations?

Jerrold Electronics
Sets Seminar Schedule
HATBORO,

PENNSYLVANIA—Jerrold

Electronics Corporation has tentatively
set up the folowing locations for its
CATV seminars:
Feb. 13-15

Inglewood, CA

Mar. 13-15

Austin, TX

April
(no date yet) North Central Region
May
(no date yet)
June
August
September
October

Northwest
New York State
Denver, CO
New England Region
Kansas City, MO

November
December

Ohio
Philadelphia, PA

Jan., 1980
Feb., 1980

Atlanta, GA
San Francisco, CA

California, facility.

the FCC announced, the commission

Registrations will

be accepted by contracting Seminar
Registrar, Hughes Microwave Communications Products, P.O. Box 2999,
Torrance, California 90509, (213)

Comments are being sought on
what are the benefits and detriments to
cable television operators, MDS, broadcasters and other licensees resulting

534-2146.

from the present FCC policies on
licensing earth stations; and what

Hughes is also holding a series of
similar seminars covering satellite

changes in those policies should be
made? "An optional licensing program,

earth terminal technology.

in which unlicensed operators do not

Further Deregulation of
TVROs Being Investigated

receive protection from interference,"
the FCC stated, "is one alternative that
could be considered."

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has

Comments are also sought on how
the commission's obligation to
enforce Section 605 of the Communications Act dealing with unauthorized
reception and use of the radio signals
influence the regulatory scheme; should
the regulatory scheme distinguish
between common carrier and noncommon carrier-operated earth stations; and, to what extent do the
internaticnal Radio Regulations affect

begun an inquiry "to examine the costs
and benefits of its domestic satellite
receive-only earth station regulatory
program."
In response to a petition submitted
by the Community Antenna Television
Association, the inquiry is to determine
whether the FCC's present program
can be improved or eliminated in light
of the technical and policy changes

the commission's flexibility to deregulate receive-only earth stations.

that have been, and will be, occurring
in satellite communications.

Jerrold's three-day CATV "handson" learning sessions cover all technical phases of CATV systems: system
design, installation, setup, etc.
For additional information and
registration, contact Pat Berk, Jerrold
Electronics Corporation, Byberry Road
and Pennsylvania Turnpike, Hatboro,
Pennsylvania 19040, (215) 674-4800.

Next Hughes AML Seminar
Set for April
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA—Hughes
Aircraft Company's microwave communications products has scheduled
the next technical seminar on its AML
local distribution microwave equipment for the first week in April.
The five-day meeting had originally
been planned for later in the year, but

II Raceway configuration with built-in grounding block • Universal
design — fits virtually all installation requirements III Low profile
die-cast housing • Built-in tab mounts II Machined connectors Ill

was moved ahead to the earlier date
because of the oversubscription of the

Intprrhannpiahliçi , with nther crIlittpim • nrimni.titivnly nrineci

company's January seminar, A.H.
Sonnenschein, Hughes' AML manager,

The economical way to reduce inventory and simplify system installation

said.
The seminars are held by Hughes to

Write for complete data

'
CERRO
COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS
COAXIAL CABLE/RF DEVICES

demonstrate detailed operation and
maintenance procedures for AML
systems to technical personnel from
CATV systems throughout the country.
The AML multi-channel transmission

Member-of The Marmon Group
111

Halls Mill Road, Freehold, New Jersey 07728 • (201) 462-8700
j
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PHASECOM CORP.
9/1 (213) 973-4191
13130 S. Yukon Ave. Hawthorne, CA 90250

MOVIES AND SPORTS—"play better"
and look better through Phasecom
headend modulators, signal processors and demodulators because
Phasecom has broadcast quality built
in at prices every cable system can
afford today!

I

PHASECOM CORP.

213) 973-4191

13130 S. Yukon Ave.

Hawthorne, CA 90250

111.1

OLD SITCOMS—take on "new life"
when processed through Phasecom
headend modulators, signal processors and demodulators because Phasecorn is 'Canadian proven' in every
major system and in more than a
million cable homes!

PHASECOM CORP.
(213) 973-4191

Yukon Ave.

Hawthorne, CA 90250
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SATELLITE SIGNALS—"look their best"
on your cable system when processed
through Phasecom 'broadcast quality'
series 2100 modulators because at
Phasecom quality workmanship and
attention to broadcast standards is
a way of life.

1
,

13130

J& IELECTRONICS,
INC.
ca

PO. Box 62

(201) 541-2226

Carteret, New Jersey

CATV CONNECTORS
A Leader in advanced engineering of QUALI TV

FLEXIBLE CABLE CONNECTORS

UHF -BNC and RF connectors

FOR

RG59/U and RG6/U CABLE

RG6/11
CONNECTORS

RG59/U
CONNECTORS

M!SC."F"
CONNECTORS
Male to male "F" series splice.
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Part No.
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1
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1
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1
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F61
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/

Part No.

(Crimp Ring Attached)
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/
2"Hex
crimp ring

Part No.

FOR FOIL-BRAID
UNDER FOIL

Part No.
F61A

'WW1,

F56A
Terminates RF signals (
4 watt, 75
/
1

-

mereseemeek

F56AH

Part No.
F59FC

-

F59FB

ohm, 5,/o res.)
Part No.

crimp ring
2 "crimp
/
1

F59 - $60.00

per Mpc

Hex ring

(Crimp Ring Attached)
Part No.
F59A

TR75

Hex ring attached

ring

Part No.
F59FH -

Part No.

RG59and RG6 CABLE
CRIMP RINGS

J & Ialso offers a line of CATV
Part No.

SPEC Transformers- SplittersIndoor and outdoor 2&4 Way
Directional Taps.

Part No.
F59AH
1
/
2"Hex

ring attached

fi„co
Al e'")'es

059

-

054

- /
4 "for 59/U cable
1

057

- /
2 "for 59/U cable
1

for 59/U cable

Special Quantity Discount

011

- /
4 "for 11/U cable .
1

056

- /
4 "for 6U cable
1

Prices.

059X 068

QUALITY REPAIR SERVICE
VHF - UHF line ofMATV
Products.

-

V2"

Hex for 59/U cable

2 " for
/
1

6U cable

ellexememme

J&I is a Manufacturer of Quality CATV
+

Call JOHN MONTE or ARNIE

precision machined brass connectors

See our card on opposite page.
Catalog on our complete line of UHF-BN series connectors, cable assemblies and related products

available upon request.

Experiment in
Fireman Training
Using Two-Way Cable TV
By James B. Wright, Engineering Manager
Caltec Cable TV, Baltimore, Maryland

T

he NSF/MSU/RCI Rockford Firemans Training Experi-

ment, as atechnical operation and from acable operators
standpoint, was an unqualified success. A subsequent
experiment involving NSF and U. of M., in atest area some
four times larger (currently beginning operation) is
confirming our earlier experience.
In a nutshell, after an initial period of "de-ingressing" the
system, of "de-bugging" the new equipment, and of technician training, the experiment proceeded, and is continuing
to proceed, with virtually no special maintenance attention
and only nominal technical monitoring of the return signal
levels and signal-to-interference ratios.
Cable System Design Philosophy
In our assessment of all the ills (real or imagined) that
beset the two-way cable system operator, we drew a few
personal conclusions, from which our system design
proceeded:
• It is unlikely that there will be "a TV studio in every living
room," due to (a) the cost, and (b) the lack of information.
• It is equally unlikely that there will be a need for an
audio communication circuit into the home as (a) the telephone very adequately provides for this specialized need,
and (b) the nature of acable system is not conducive to such
service.
• There is (or can be) agreat deal of data collected from a
home both to aid in the routine operation of that home and to
interconnect it with the active outside world, i.e., to provide it
with an "interactive" capability.
• There are a number of existing or potential video
sources scattered around most communities.
• There is a need for a local broadband distribution network for intra-city data transmission to points scattered
around the community.
If we consider the above list (and throw out the "blue-sky"
schemes) we arrive at a number of services which have a
possibility of being sold, and which can be technically
accommodated within the capabilities of epractical two-way
cable television system.

under which the cable system is divided into small areas of
about 150 addresses, and each is sequentially interrogated
for its data content. As this "data-return" is formatted as an
FSK (FM) type of transmission and is narrow-band, it is
unusually immune to the interferences to which the distribution system is most susceptible. (A 20 dB signal-to-interference ratio provides an extremely reliable data circuit, and
only occasional errors result at a 10 dB ratio.)
The switched data-acquisition system chosen (Coaxial
Communication) was designed to operate in channel T7
(5.75 -11.75 MHz), and this suggested afurther refinement of
the cable system's "return" design, that of limiting the feederreturn to this channel while keeping the trunk-return at the
full 5to 30 MHz (T7 -T10) bandwidth. This was done with the
overall result that no feeder-return data or noise is injected
into the trunk return path except during interrogation, at
which time the 12.5 -30 MHz feeder noise contribution is
attenuated by at least 25 dB. This technique permits the
trunk "return," which has a relatively low "ingress"
susceptibility, to be maintained at "video-quality" (vs "dataquality" on the feeders) with respect to its signal-to-noise
ratio.
Two-Way Cable System Design Precautions
In anticipation of the then known problems attendant to
two-way cable, Rockford Cablevision system designers were
especially attentive to factors which could contribute to
interference intrusion (or "ingress") which would affect the
up-stream signals.
Obviously, the active and passive equipment selected for
the system (amplifiers, directional couplers, tap-off units,
power-insertion units, etc.) must have high RF shielding over
the entire frequency spectrum, from well below 5 MHz to
above 300 MHz. A shielding effectiveness of 140 to 150 dB
would seem to be a minimum acceptable rating. (Torque
wrenches must be used in fastening covers and lids to
maintain this shielding level.)
Trunk and feeder cable fittings must have a similar
shielding effectiveness, and this is accomplished in part by
using the available steel cable-inserts. The fitting itself must
seize and hold the cable so tightly that the two become as

We will discuss elsewhere in this report specific system

one and relative movement is prevented. Too much pressure
will result in metal deformation and "cold-flow," so it is most

design problems and precautions. In considering these
problems in conjunction with the several service applica-

important that torque wrenches be used in tightening every
fitting.

tions listed above, a fundamental decision was made to use
the system distribution cables (feeders) for data-acquisition
only, and to use the system transportation cables (trunk) for

As a further precaution against fitting problems, the
Rockford system uses two full-sized, flat-bottomed expan-

remote video and business-data acquisition. This decision
permitted us to choose asystem of feeder-return switching,
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sion-loops at each pole, one on the span side of all equipment. This provides more protection than necessary to
prevent cable rupture due to flexing fatigue. However, this

protection also virtually eliminates the forces on the fittings
from cable flexing, twisting, expansion and vibration, and
thereby removes the major cause of loose fittings.
Service drops are by far the most difficult to control of our
potential interference ingress sources for three reasons:
first, because there may be twice as many miles of such cable
as the combined miles of the whole distribution plant;
second, because system owners traditionally let up on their
standards at this point to cut costs; and finally, because we
are at the mercy of the subscriber after the cable enters the

the various equipment in the studio so that the lessons are
given, (and transmitted on TV channel A) without human
intervention.
It also sequentially interrogates the response terminals in
the field by: (1) transmitting coded FSK signals at 112 MHz to
addressable receivers located in the COS-P's and COS-S's
(which select quadrant and amplifie(); and (2) by tuning oneby-one through the various COS, ELO, and terminal "return"
FSK signals, identifying each terminal by the unique
combination of frequencies and reading its data content.

home. The subscriber may splice the cable, parallel other TV

All "return" cables from each quadrant (Exhibit B) are

sets, feed it to his dog (or kids) or who knows?
Rockford selected the eight-mil bonded construction-

split to allow television signal reception of channels T-8, T-9
or non-switched data reception in the T-10 band to be used

type of cable as the only one (at the time) which provided

separately, while the switched feeder-return signals are
isolated by a5 -10.5 MHz LPF and routed to adiode switch

sufficient shielding at low cost. Long ferruled fittings using a
hex-crimp crimp-ring were selected, and the cable was
installed using loops which in this application were designed
to prevent vibration from causing metal fatigue. At the
ground-block, the eight-mil cable ended and a doublebraided cable continued on to the wall-plate and to the

operated by the computer-controlled COS-P. (A COS-P
identifying "tone" is made to go through this switch as verification of its operation.)
Tao.. SYSTEM
ommN0 NLMITONS

matching transformer. As a final effort towards minimizing
"ingress," TV matching transformers of the "high-pass"
variety were selected. In the case of 75 ohm sets a separate
high-pass filter is installed. (These devices provide a low
frequency rejection of 25 to 40 dB reading from 30 to 5MHz.)
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The system described in this paper consists of the studio/
control devices at the cable system headend, the primary
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and secondary code operated switches (COS-P/COS-S)
which select the cable system quadrant and the specific
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amplifier distribution area, and the response terminal and
test end-of-line oscillators (ELO). Exhibits A through Eshow
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Exhibit B: Typical Quadrant Return Circuit Control.
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CONTROL
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FSK 112 NM

PRINTOUT

III
TS •IOS

TRANSMITTER

SCANNING
RECEIVER

quadrant feeder-return diode switch

outputs are

brought together (note that only one is "on" at a time), and
after passing through asecond filter and an amplifier are fed
to the FSK receiver and a "return test point."
Exhibit C shows the basic two-way cable plant as used in
this experiment and indicates its exposure to "ingress" inter-
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PAISING
— j•

1
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CIRCUITS

j
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Exhibit A: Computer/Studio to System Inter-Connect.
The Rockford system departs from usual system design
philosophy in one important respect: the feeder-cable
"return" passes only the 5 to 10.5 MHz spectrum while
frequencies of 12.5 MHz and above are attenuated by 25 dB
or more. The trunk cable passes the full 5to 30 MHz which
includes the feeder data signals. This feeder-cable bandwidth limiting, together with the technique of feeder

r.= 7,
1
Exhibit C: Basic Test Area for NSF/MSU Experiment.

switching (Coaxial Scientific), and quadrant switching, has

ference. At any instant of terminal interrogation, about 4,000

brought signal and noise ingress, and system amplifier noise
accumulation down to very manageable levels.

of subscriber service cable (40 subscribers) is "on" and is a

The general automation computer, in Exhibit A, controls

feet of feeder cable, 9,000 feet of trunk cable, and 15,000 feet
potential source of short-wave radio or electrical interference.
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Hull uni

These people
are your closest link
with outer space.
And alot of earth-bound areas, too, for that matter.
These people are part of Home Box Office Network Operations. They can handle anything and everything involved with
sending and receiving the perfect signal.
Some are engineers and technicians who specialize in the
continuing "state of the art" development of video and audio
transmission and cable technology.
Some specialize in setting up affiliates with our Earth Station
Application Service and handle all of the details.
And others handle the nuts and bolts: scrutiny of film, supervision of film to tape transfers, transmission testing and even
manning our "Trouble Phone" when HBO is on the air. They can
answer aquestion in aminute or be on aplane the same day.
All of these specialists are trained to trouble-shoot in one
special area of operations. Your area.
They're on our payroll, but they work for you.
Call one of our eager-to-help VP/General Managers:
Peter Frame (212) JU6-1212, Bill Hooks (214) 387-8557;
or Don Anderson (415) 982-5000.

You know us. We know you.
Be sure to visit us at the Texas CATV Show.

In this experiment (and in the second, larger one) our
feeder cable and subscribers per amplifier is low due to the
turning-up of only enough amplifiers to effect the desired
return path. A normal fully operational amplifier would have
about 8,000 feet of feeder and 65 subscribers with an ingress-

"Return" System Operational Levels
And Spectrum Assignment of Services
The manufacturer specifications for up-stream television
signals call for return amplifier output levels of +30 dBmV for

exposure factor twice as great.

four channels. This level generates extremely low intermodulation products and, in our system of switched-feeders,

The amplifier/COS-S configuration used in Rockford is
shown in Exhibit D. A Magnavox 4-MC-2 series amplifier was

results in an intrinsic-noise signal-to-noise ratio of about 50
dB. (A change in level setting techniques should be
mentioned here, in which one uses the return amplifier
inputs as the equalization and control point rather than the
amplifier outputs as in normal forward transmission. This is

FORWARD AMR

mandated by the multiplicity of signal sources all arriving at
the amplifier by different paths with random lengths and
attenuations.)
The +30 dBmV television signal was used as the starting

RRIDOER
AMP.

FEEDERS •
3•10.$ MX8
RETURN

point and four such signals accepted as the desired amplifier
f
-

becomes the specified level for our television signal trunk
return-amplifier inputs.

RETURN•IAR

'T.--SAP e

Srl T°C

OGS

1

"loading." By assuming a9 dB gain as required for aworsecase situation, an amplifier input (for TV) of +21 dBmV

Assuming a 10 kHz data signal bandwidth, and a 10 kHz

CONTROL

guardband, the 4 MHz television channel will accommodate
200 such data channels. By operating these 200 channels at

VOLTAGE

Exhibit D: Typical Amplifier Station.

-2 dBmV (amplifier input), we load the amplifier approximately as heavily as one television channel at +21 dBmV, so

factory modified (1) to limit the feeder-return to the 5to 10.5
MHz frequency band, and (2) to include a feeder-return
"disable" capability which is accessed through the

this then becomes our specified level for the 10 kHz data-signal
trunk return-amplifier inputs. (Line extender amplifiers are

amplifier's (unused) 7th port. A modified Coaxial Communications COS incorporates the FSK receiver and addressable logic which provides the control voltage to the feederreturn switch. This COS-S also injects a special frequency

Type of
Service
TV (4 MHz)
Data (10 kHz)

operated at a+1 dBmV input—based on the output capabilities of the various signal sources and system losses.)
From these input levels we may determine the maximum
permissable interference levels for each of the types of noise
with which we must contend:

Tnk. Amp.
Input Level
(dBmV)

Random
Noise
(dBmV)

Discrete
Radio Sig.
(dBmV)

Electrical
Noise
(dBmV)

+21
-2

-26
-22

-36
-22

-25
-22

into the return path which signal functions for test and
identification purposes.
Finally, in Exhibit E, the Terminal and ELO are shown. The

As the nuisance value of the interference is frequency
related, it is necessary to list the Rockford Cablevision
frequency assignments for its "Return" system:

terminal houses an FSK transmitter which is "on" all the time
and which is modulated by activating any of several pushbuttons. This causes adata word (which is also continuously
transmitted) to change its content accordingly.

Data-Acquisition
Voice, System Alarms
Television
Business Data

7.5 -10.5 MHz
5 -7.5 MHz
11.75 -23.75 MHz
23.75 -30 MHz

(Note that Voice service is used only in conjunction with the
remote television service. Note also that the Business Data
LES AMP.

band will avoid the CB band at 27 MHz.) Random noise, as an
interference, is dealt with in system design and will be no
problem whatever for Data if it satisfies the requirements of
the television service.

Exhibit E: Typical Distribution to Terminal.
The ELO is a test signal transmitter located, as its name
implies, at the "end-of-line (oscillator)." Initially this signal
was simply monitored for its presence and amplitude,
however, newer units will be impressed with "forward" signal
information so that total plant maintenance monitoring will
be much improved.
30 C-ED February '79

Discrete radio interference is a major problem in the 5to
15 MHz band and again at 26.96 to 27.41 MHz (CB). While
FSK (Data) and FM (Voice) systems can tolerate interference
ratios of 10 dB (even up to 4dB), we have found that we have
no problem holding this interference to at least the 10 dB
ratio and normally to a 20 dB or greater ratio. Within the
television channels used (T-8 and T-9), the only problem
area is the 13 to 15 MHz range. Again, in that we have
essentially trunk-only exposure, we are able to achieve the

desired -36 dBmV (-57 dB ratio) with reasonable maintenance measures. The CB interference problem was judged
nearly uncontrollable and our goal became atwo-fold one of
avoiding the use of these frequencies, and of containing
them to the extent of preventing them from contributing

Not asingle failure
through four New England
winters ...
Rollins Cablevision

Branford, Connecticut

significant loading to our "return" system. This abandonment of the CB frequencies meant that television channel T10 could not be used for television, and we have therefore
assigned the resulting split-band to the business-data
service.
Electrical interference (at -22 dBmV measured at a10 kHz
bandwidth for Data, or at -25 dBmV calculated to a 4 MHz
bandwidth for television) does not pose aserious problem in
that in our area of greatest exposure (the feeder cables) we
are able to tolerate the highest interference level, and
conversely, where we need the best protection (at the trunk
television frequencies) we are most protected. The businessdata band has no problem whatever in that by the time we
achieve the necessary interference ratios for television we
are 20 to 30 dB beyond the needs of a data circuit.
Maintenance Procedures and Test Equipment
Initial "set-up" of the cable system return transmission
path is accomplished by inserting acomposite test signal (at
6, 9, 19 and 28 MHz) into the input of the last return amplifier
(first forward amp.) with all frequencies at the same -2 dBmV
levels. The display at the headend is monitored and the
amplifier gain and slope controls are varied to achieve a"flat"
display of an amplitude consistant with the losses built-in
between the amplifier and the test point. This "flat" display is
logged and the field person then moves back to the next
amplifier and repeats the procedures and adjusts for the
same display. This procedure is repeated back to the first
return amplifier. A technique is being developed to allow the
field man to carry asmall TV set and to remotely observe the
headend display, on "command." Initially all remote signal
sources (such as terminals, ELO's, TV modulators, etc.) must
be set up using a two-man team to assure that the amplifier
input signals are properly balanced. The remotely controlled
monitoring will serve this operational need as well as for
initial "set-up."
Signal-intrusion into the "return" path of a cable is
directly related to signal-radiation by the "forward" system.
The nature of the system defect determines the magnitude of
both the signal ingress and egress, as does the frequency of
the signal involved. The first step we follow in "de-ingressing"
is to carefully monitor the involved area with a "Sniffer"
(ComSonics), and to correct any observed radiation down to
a level usually somewhat below the FCC radiation limits.
After this a technician moves one amplifier at atime, feeder
by feeder, tap by tap, and drop by drop, as necessary, until
the ingress is some 10 dB better than the minimums. This
procedure results in arigorous testing of the overall integrity
of the cable plant (excluding the forward amplifiers) and will
reveal many problems that are only marginally (if at all)
apparent on the forward system. A welcome end-result of deingressing is better performance on the forward system.
Our Rockford experience is that once we do this thorough
"de-ingressing" the results are long-term. As we have been
working "two-way" for a period of only a few years (and
intensively in a limited area only for one year) our "longterm" evaluation is in actuality short-term. However, when
considered relative to our other maintenance requirements,
we are quite pleased with the results. C-ED

With over 35 Powervision Standby Power Supplies
in service, Rollins has not had a single service
interruption due to power loss, or a component
failure, in over four years. Not one.
For dependable cable service ...

POWERVISION STANDBY POWER
1044 PIONEER WAY • EL CAJON, CA 92020 • (213) 374-1035

Television
Engineer (CATV)
Home Box Office

HOME BOX OFFICE, a wholly-owned subsdiary
of Time Inc. is currently accepting applications
from qualified television/CATV professionals, to
fill a cnallenaing, responsiple position in our New
York based Network Operations Department.
Duties to include: signal evaluation and implementation at affiliate locations. Departmental
representation at professional functions. Interface between Network and O.E.M. representatives
as well as deve!opment and documentation of
standards and technical support of Regional
Managers throughout the country.
Excellent starting salary and company benefits as
well as growth potential. Interested? if so, forward
your resume ;n complete confidence to:
GEORGE W. GILBERT
Director Network Operations

HOME BOX OFFICE, INC.
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center, New York, N.Y. 10020
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COMTEC
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Sets The Pace

COMTECH sets the pace for 5 meter TVRO earth satellite terminals with the
807-6-5M five meter fiberglass satellite TVRO antenna system and the series
RCV-450 frequency tunable video receiver.
The 5 meter TVRO terminal is one of COMTECH's newest low cost systems
developed for reception of wideband FM video carriers via domestic and
international C band satellites. This system incorporates all of COMTECH's
vast expertise and capabilities gained during the past ten years as aleader and
reputable supplier of satellite ground based communications equipment
throughout the world.
For additional information and pricing that will save you dollars and time on
your TVRO requirements contact our marketing department.

COMTECH
Data Corporation
Video Systems Division
15207 N. 75th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
602-991-6444

ANOTHER WAY TO SAVE
by GARDINER

CHANNELCUE®
The New Programmable Earth Station Switcher
CHANNELCUE® AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHES YOUR
SATELLITE CHANNELS FOR A WHOLE WEEK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No More Blank Screens
Eliminates Unauthorized Material
Crystal Controlled Programmable Clock
Standby Clock Power Protects Memory
Up To 256 Functions Per Week
Internal Color Character Generator
Four Standard Messages
Other Messages Available

FOR DETAILS CALL
(713) 961-7348
Wally Briscoe
Bill Kassemos
Cliff Gardiner

CHANNELCUE® Will Be
Available In February

We're Moving Next Door To Larger Quarters —

GARDINER
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

1980 South Post Oak Road, Suite 2040
Houston TX 77056

We build so much more
ice and wind resistance into
our antennas, we call them
the Heavyweights.
When an antenna has heftier gauge aluminum
elements, tapered U-channel longitudinal „members plus agalvanized steel support
structure, it's got the backbone to
stand up to winds in excess of 100,
mph. And when connections
are hermetically sealed for
weatherproofing and vibration
dampers are built in, the antenna
can take on an inch of radial ice and
survive winds of 70 mph.
All of which is why our Heavyweights cost
less for each year's service than any other anten-

nas. They simply last longer.
In fact, the first Heavyweights we sold 13 years ago
are still standing today. And
providing other advantages. Our
log periodic design assures higher gain
plus wider bandwidth than yagi configurations. Excellent co-channel rejection. And our elements can easily be replaced!
This time when you buy antennas get the Heavyweights and plan ahead. Years ahead.
For more information, call Harry Banks at
(404) 449-2000. Or write us.

Scientific
Atlanta
United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404-449-2000, TWX 810-766-4912, Telex 054-2898
Canada: 1640 Bonhill Road, Unit 6, Misbissauga, Ontario, L5T 1C8, Canada, Telephone 416-677-6555, Telex 06-983600
Europe: 1-7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road West, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16 7BB, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 89751, Telex 896015

Satellites

Reliability in Satellite Transmission?

By Toni Barnett
Managing Editor
With this issue, C-ED initiates anew
satellite section to keep its readers
aware of the state-of-the-art of that
expanding technology. A recurring
concern voiced by several very knowledgeable sources in the CA TV industry is the alternatives for the industry
should a catastrophic failure of the
satellite occur and/or transponders on
which the cable television industry is
programming.

A

lthough it is not likely that a catastrophic failure will occur on the
RCA Satcom Ior Ill, it is not out of the
realm of probability. A catastrophic
disaster occurs when the powering
system of the satellite is disrupted or
when something penetrates the outer
hull and the bird ceases to function.
For purposes of simplicity, we will
assume that all cable signals have been
switched to RCA's new Satcom Ill (F3)
satellite. We will also assume the
transfer was successful with relatively
minor problems, since the Satcom Ill
will be situated in an orbital position of
132 degrees west. (Satcom Iwill be
spaced only three [or four] degrees
east of F3 at 135 degrees.) At the
present time, RCA has asked the
Federal Communications Commission
to approve the three degree spacing.
Present FCC rules state that the satellites must be spaced at least four
degrees apart. RCA engineers, however, believe that the three degree
spacing is adequate, and will ask the
FCC to allow them to leave the F1 in its
present position.
Unexpectedly, a meteor shower
bombards the Satcom Ill and it is
knocked out of orbit and rendered
useless. Obviously, here is where the
three classes of service offered by RCA
come into play: protected, unprotected and pre-emptible. Protected
service guarantees that in the case of a

transponder failure, RCA will provide a
replacement transponder almost immediately.
Unprotected service is as the name
implies. If a program supplier's transponder is unprotected and the transponder fails, he's out of business until
he can contract to rent space on
another transponder, possibly on
another satellite. However, the supplier is guaranteed that he won't be
bumped off of his transponder for a
supplier who has protected service.
Pre-emptible service is the least
expensive class of service and the most
risky. If a supplier has pre-emptible
service, RCA can take his programming
off the bird and turn that transponder
over to someone with protected
service.

Suddenly the industry is faced with
a catastrophic failure—the Satcom III
is no longer functioning. RCA is faced
with a few options. RCA could try to
find room on the Satcom I and II.
However, reliable sources have informed C-ED that several transponders
on Satcom Ihave already been allocated to non-cable services, in addition to the existing data transponders.
RCA can possibly transfer all of its
traffic to one of Canada's ANIK satellites on an emergency basis. However,
that situation also poses a problem.
The transponders used by RCA may
not necessarily be the same on the
ANIK satellite, leaving some suppliers
without usable transponders. The
Federal Communications Commission
might intervene at this point and allow

RCA's new Satcom Ill being prepared for launch inspection.
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cable programming suppliers to rent
time on the Westar satellites.
In any case, if the satellite itself or
several transponders fail, the cable
operator would have to reorient his
antenna to point at the satellite now
transmitting his signal. Additionally, he
would have to redirect his feed to get it
properly alligned, and would probably have to change his receivers to
realign them onto whatever transponder he is switched to.
Transferring from one satellite to
another shouldn't prove to be much of
aproblem. The cable operator only has
to swing his earth station to the other
satellite. All FCC-approved earth stations now in use are put in to "see" the
entire satellite arc. At least that's the
intention. The whole idea is to put the
pad with the center line in the middle of
the arc so that the operator can physically sweep the antenna through the
arc. However, there seem to be a lot of
operators who haven't strictly adhered
to the FCC's rule by cutting down obstructions such as trees, etc. In the
event of switching transponders on
satellites, some earth station operators
might have to move their entire earth
station.
C-ED asked Compucon's Dan Yost
for his opinion on this problem. Said
Yost: "In addition to reorienting the
antenna, twisting the feeds and turning

the knobs to get the frequencies
aligned, there is the potential, in
switching to another satellite, that the
footprint pattern isn't going to be the
same. You might be talking about a
stronger or weaker signal from the
satellite," Yost continued, "which,
depending on your system design,
might put you in a position where the
quality of your picture became better
or worse."
Switching to another satellite may
mean a lower EIRP, in which case a
higher quality low noise amplifier
would be required.
In the interim of finding homes for
several transponders, RCA has another
option. Although it would be time
consuming and far less effective than
satellite distribution, the industry
could go back to bicycling tapes via a
generation of state-wide or regionalwide microwave links. Programming
suppliers would lease space on common carriers as do the networks. This
method of program distribution, though,
has many complications.
The bicycling of tapes would make
the task much more difficult to provide
all cable operators with the same
program at the same time. The quality
of the tapes when mass produced
causes major problems, and reliability
is threatened if a tape breaks during a
performance.

One alternative to mass producing
tapes is to divide the industry into
regions. Say, east of the Mississippi
operators are showing one movie, and
west of the Mississippi they're showing
another movie. The next week the
program suppliers could flip-flop tapes
to those cable operators. The tapes
would be mailed back to the program
suppliers and remailed to other systems
that haven't had that movie on aroutine
schedule. The programming industry
would now be at the mercy of the
United States mail.
Distribution of programming material now becomes amajor hurdle where,
before, it has been the industry's
biggest benefit.
Transponder Failure
Transponder failure is a more likely
mode of failure than the entire satellite
going bad. Noted Abe Sonnenschein,
manager of Hughes' AML Microwave
Products Division: "Because there is a
finite probability of a transponder or
two failing, we feel it's very dangerous
for cable operators to put in stations
that are not agile (not easily tuned from
one channel to another). If there is an
abrupt failure of a transponder," Sonnenschein added, "and if many operators have fixed tuned receivers, there
may be great difficulty in getting them
all switched over in a hurry."
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Over 1,300 receive/transmit TVROs are represented, courtesy of Compucon, Inc.
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Nobody has all the crystals for every
transponder for all the stations in the
country. This could mean important
time delays in trying to equip the fixed
frequency receiver to another
frequency.
Despite RCA's claims that it has not
had many transponder failures or
degradations in signals, many cable
earth station operators say otherwise.
On the morning of June 21, service
on transponders 10, 12, 20, 22 and 24
went off the air for a short period.
Service on transponders 2, 6, 8and 14
were still "on," but degradated by 6-10
dB at the same time the other transponders went out. RCA has been able
to explain why the transponders went
totally off for a short time, but not why
the other transponders degraded in
signal.
C-ED attempted to get an explaination concerning the transponder
problems from RCA's engineers at
Vernon Valley. Nobody would speak
with us and all we could get was the
official, "You'll have to go through our
Public Relations office."
We then contacted Ralph Graff,
manager of Public Affairs for RCA.
According to Graff, "That (June) was a
period of testing, as Iunderstand it.
These transponders were not officially
operating at the time. That is, they
(transponders 10, 12, 20, 22 and 24)
were not supposed to be providing
programming for any customers ...
The people who tuned in on these
transponders were doing so illegally.
There was no problem as far as any
customer goes.
"The transmission of signals, in
some cases, went on and off, or
showed signal breakup of various
static effects. This is because they
were being adjusted and turned off and
on at various times."
We asked Graff why transponders 2,
6, 8 and 14 degraded at the same time
the other transponders went out. "I
don't know," replied Graff. "There was
a period of switchover and testing. We
wanted to check out the satellite and it
checked out okay."
Graff also explained about the
discrepancies of the El RP footprint (it
seems that the real footprint doesn't
quite come up to the standards RCA
said it would).
"As far as the whole question of
EIRPs, we have been looking very
deeply into it, spending much on Corrpucon to double-check and come up
with accurate, optimum EIRP footprints. We said back at the CATA
conference we wouldn't be surprised if
there were some variations simply
because the footprints everyone based
their hardward designs on were developed by computer as a projection

Sun Outages
A Fact of Life

S

un outages occur twice a year
and it's a problem satellite

users have to live with for a short

period of time. Twice a year the
relationship of the satellite to the
sun is such that the satellite comes
directly between the sun and the
various earth stations, causing a
shadow over the satellite. This
results in atremendous noise level
that seriously degrades the signal
from the satellite.
The next outage will occur
approximately between 3pm-4 pm
(eastern time) during the first two
weeks in March. The northern
areas of the country will experience the sun outage earlier in the
period, closer to March 1or 2. The
eastern areas of the nation will
experience it earlier in the day,
closer to 3 pm. The dates of the
outages depend on a north/south
variation, and the time of day
depends on an east/west variation.
The sun outage lasts for ashort
duration (three to five minutes) per
day for three-to-six days. The
exact time and intensity of the sun
outage will vary with the location
of the earth station and the size of
the antenna dish. The larger the
dish, the shorter the sun outage
period and the more intense the
noise interference.
For individual earth station outage information, RCA has provided
as much information as possible to
its customers via acomputer printout. This print-out reveals exactly
when the outage will occur at all of
RCA's major commercial earth
stations.
C-ED recommends that earth
station operators contact their
program suppliers for this information.
before the satellites were even launched."
Graff further explained, "We feel quite
strongly that the equipment manufacturers are not providing enough leeway on the numbers because there's so
much competition in hardware .. ."
According to several system operators, the incident on June 21 was not
the only occasion where there were
transponder problems. During June
and July there were several times in
which the signals from the transponders degraded for a short time.

RCA spokesmen have stated that
during these months transponder
carrier levels didn't fall below its norm.
RCA monitors the carrier levels present on all transponders all the time via
an alarm system used in its Vernon
Valley facility. The problem with this
system is that it monitors the carrier
level, not the video signal-to-noise.
Therefore, the carrier level alarm would
not have sounded when the transponders
degraded due to interference.
An RCA spokesman maintains that
"when you experience an outage like
this, check your own system out." And,
cable operators are doing just that and
more. Because there have been many
occasions when cable operators have
measured noticeable drops in signal
levels received, many operators are
now using chart recorders.
RCA has taken several precautions
in the event of transponder failures.
RCA Americom plans for Satcom Ill
include several security backups designed to expand transponder life and
assure more years of full capacity
operation on all 24 transponders.
"In the event of transponder failure
on F3, we'll have immediate restoration
capability," stated John Christopher,
vice president of technical operations
for RCA Americom Communications.
"Four spare transponders will be on
board, each one backing up agroup of
six transponders. If any of the six
transponders on one transmit beam
(there are two horizontal and two
vertical beams) fails, we can recover it
by switching in the spare through a
switching matrix which allows recovery
of any failed frequency. In addition, on
F3, we are expanding our inspection,
screening tests procedures and burnin time. In that way," Christopher
emphasized, "we expect to eliminate
the infant mortality problem which has
resulted in the loss of at least two out of
48 transponders on F1 and F2.
"Another change incorporated into
the spacecraft has been the replacement of existing batteries with higher
capacity batteries. The increased
capacity reduces the depth of discharge during eclipse, which gives a
greater margin of safety against future
battery degradation. Despite the fact
that F3 has been alaunch-ready spare,
RCA is making these protection and
restoration enhancements to assure
the best possible service to its
customers."
This article is not intended to alarm
the CATV industry. We are sure RCA
and all involved parties will do their
best in the event of a disaster. It is,
however, our intention to investigate
all possible aspects of a situation and
tell C-ED's readers what could happen
and what to do about it.
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C-ED has initiated a new monthly feature within our
Satellite Section on cable programming. Our intent is to
provide our readers with the cable programming information
needed for the following month. Please note that all

schedules are not totally firm, as programmers may make
last-minute changes in their schedules. All program times
are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise
noted.

Cable Programming for March
Start/Stop

Alert Satellite/
Times Transponders

CBN

24 hrs.

No

F1, #8

PTL

24 hrs

No

F1, #2

Signal

Showtime

Day

E 5:30 pm-2:30 am

March

(weekdays)

start-up

Signal

HBO

F1. #12

1

6:30 pm-1:32 am

Before & after

F1, #24

(West)

2

6 pm-2:01 am

programming and

F1. #22

(TAKE 2)

3

3 pm-2:40 am

promos.

F1, #23

(Back-up)

4

3 pm-2 am

5

6:30 pm-1:20 am

Ft #10

5:30 pm-2 am

9

5 pm-1:10 am

10

3:30 pm-2:15 am

11

2:20 pm-1:30 am

F1, #10

(weekends)

12

5:30 pm-1:27 am

230 pm-1:30 am

13

6:30 pm-2:15 am

M/P 2:30 pm-2:30 am
E 2:30 pm-2:30 am

HTN
KTVU

5:30 pm-1:45 am

8

(weekends)

WTCG

6 pm-1:10 am

7

(weekdays)
(weekdays)

Fanfare

6

4:30 pm-1:30 am
P 3:30 pm-2:30 am

5:30 pm-1:30 am

No

14

6:30 pm-1:44 am

15

6:30 pm-2 am

Ft #10

16

5:30 pm-2:20 am

#12

17

2:30 pm-2:15 am

F1, #16

18

2:30 pm-1:45 am

19

6:30 pm-2:14 am

(weekdays)

20

6:30 pm-1:27 am

4:30 pm-12:30 am

21

6 pm-1:15 am
5:30 pm-1:30 am

(Sat)

22

3:30 pm-11:30 am

23

5:30 pm-1:30 am

(Sun)

24

3:30 pm-2:10 am

24 hrs.
8 pm-10 (11) pm
10 am-8 pm

No
No
No

Alert Satellite/
Times Transponders

(East)

(weekends)

Front Row

Start/Stop
12 pm-5 pm—Fri.

2:30 pm-1:30 am
M 5:30 pm-2:30 am

Day

F1, #6
F1, #1
F1, #1

1030 pm-3:30 am

25

3:30 pm-2:02 am

26

5:30 pm-1:57 am

27

6:30 pm-1:30 am

28

5:30 pm-1:20 am

29

6 pm-1:39 am

30

6 pm-2 am

31

2:30 pm-2:15 am

F1, #20

(pending time)
MSG Sports
KPIX

2-4 hrs. per day

No

F1, #1

(time permitting)
SPN
Newstime

7 am-10 am
24 hrs.

No
No

F1, #1
F1, #6

1

8 pm-11 pm•

2

9 pm-11 pm

3

8 pm-10:15 pm

4

7:30 pm-10 pm

5

8 pm-10:30 pm

6

7:30 pm-9:45 pm

7

7:30 pm-10 pm

(tones only

8

8 pm-11 pm

for local adv.)

10

8 pm-10:15 pm

11

7:30 pm-10 pm

Nickelodeon

10 am-11 pm

No

F1, #5

12

8 pm-10:30 pm

13

7:30 pm-9:45 pm

Star Channel

9 am-2 pm

No

F1, #11

14

7:30 pm-10 pm

16

8 pm-11 pm

6 pm-2 am

17

8 pm-10:15 pm

WGN

10 am-12 pm

No

F1, #4

18

7:30 pm-10 pm

19

7 pm-11 pm

WOR

1 pm-3 pm

No

F1, #1

20

7:30 pm-9:45 pm

21

8 pm-10:15 pm

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs

No

F1,#14

Reuters

24 hrs.

Q tones every Not in use yet

26

8 pm-10:30 pm

40 sec

27

7:30 pm-10 pm

28

8 pm-10:15 pm

30

8 pm-10:15 pm

31

7:30 pm-10 pm

12 pm -6 (6:30) pm

No

F1, #9

Mon. & Tues.
(times approx.)

F1, #9

22-24 to be announced
25

C-SPAN

No

7:30 pm-10 pm

10 am-6:30 (7:30) pm
Wed. & Thur.

Caliope

Mon.

6 pm-7 pmT

E=eastern
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M=mountain

*approximate stop time

P=pacific

t new programming schedule week of March 19.

No

F1, #9

You get a

TOWER OF
STRENGTH
When you buy

Better engineering, better construction,
better installation — you get all
these when you buy Utility.
Utility Towers are easier to tune,
easier to maintain.
And these money-saving extras cost
you no more from Utility.
There are Utility Towers in every
state in the nation ...in Canada,
South America, Puerto Rico, Europe
and Korea.
Choose Utility — known the world over
as the "Tops in Towers."

"30 Years Serving Broadcaster's
Throughout The United States"

R. G. Nelson
PO. Box 12369
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 731 57
Phone 405/946-5551

COMPANY
See our card on page 33.

Technology
Test Equipment

Complete information on the new
VIZ model WG-478 scope probe is
available from: Robert J. Liska, VIZ Test

New TV Cable Tester from Muirhead
A new, high speed, low cost, por-

Instruments Group of VIZ Manufacturing Company, 335 E. Price Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144, (215)

table

844-2626.

cable tester that detects and

displays open, miswired and shorted

Model AS-99D, called the "AutoScan," is ideal for use inside studios or
out on field locations. Highly portable,
it can be carried easily to do on-thespot checking of faulty cables. It will
quickly show the extent and exact
location of the cable faults. Repairs or
replacement can be immediately decided upon with absolute accuracy.

location, and allow producing stations
or companies to telecast a live event
anywhere in the world that is accessible
by air, rail or semi-trailer truck.
The portable system, the first of
several to be built by United Video, and
contracted with the Collins Division of

conductors in TV cable assemblies up
to 10,000 feet long is now available
from Muirhead Addison Division, Muirhead, Inc.

video broadcasting available via satellite from any location to any other

TEST, Inc., Features Antenna Survey
Monitor
TEST

has

announced

the

intro-

duction of an innovative and valuable
new pay-TV instrument. The model
ASM-1 antenna survey monitor allows
quick and simplified field surveys and
antenna orientation, eliminating the
need for field strength meters.

Rockwell International, will be available
to all types of networks as atruly portable high quality and economical satellite transmitting and receiving device.
The basic system will be selfcontained with collapsible dish and
microwave towers and is available in
three options.

The unit is equipped with afive-inch
picture-reference screen. It displays
an excellent black/white picture for
monitoring purposes and two horizontal tuning lines for reference and
incoming

signal

level

readings.

By

using it with a battery-operated down
converter and an antenna, monitoring
the subject is possible with relative
ease and efficiency.
The ASM-1 virtually eliminates the
need for separate TV sets, field strength
Full specifications are available
from: Muirhead Addison Division,
Muirhead, Inc., 1101 Bristol Road,
Mountainside, New Jersey 07092,
(201) 233-6010.

meters, cables and extension cords.
The unit is complete with batteries,
carrying strap and sun shade.

The first option is a satellite uplink
station for use in the U.S., and is
equipped with asix-meter antenna and
fiberglass shelter for electronics
mounted on aflatbed trailer. All primary
systems are redundant, including
transmitters, high power amplifiers
low noise preamplifiers and frequency

New VIZ Universal Scope Probe

agile receivers. The system also includes telephones (fixed and mobile).

Total flexibility for the user has been
designed and built into anew, modular

lighting, climate control equipment, all
tools and test equipment to monitor
performance. Multiple program audio

100 MHz probe system for oscilloscopes and frequency counters by VIZ
Test Instruments Group of VIZ Manufacturing Company.
Priced at $39, the new universal
probe system, model WG-478, includes

For more data, contact TEST, Inc.,
16130 Stagg Street, Van Nuys, California 91409, (213) 989-4535.

a coax cable with direct probe and
BNC connector, "low-cap" X10 adaptor wth integral probe tip, compensator
with male and female BNC connectors,
spring-loaded hook-on probe element,

Earth Stations

ground clip assembly, and isolation

channels (up to three) will be also
available.
The second option is similar to the
first except that it is configured to be
transportable by air, ship or rail utilizing
developments in antenna technology
which will make the six-meter antenna
compatible with all satellites in the 4/6
GHz frequency bands.
The third option is a redundant,
frequency agile, duplex terrestrial

boots which slip over the probe tip to
eliminate the possibility of shorting
during fast measurements on single or

Application Filed for Portable Earth
An application for the first of its kind

microwave system for use in areas
where the station cannot be located

in-line IC points. Frequency response
is DC to 100 MHz (-3 dB) using an

"portable" high performance satellite
earth station transmitter/receiver has

adjacent to a remote event because of
frequency congestion.

optional BNC probe ($6.00), or DC to
70 MHz using either the hook-on or the

been filed with the Federal Communi-

More detailed information is avail-

cations Commission to be operated by

able by calling Roy Bliss or Tom

designer and owner United Video, Inc.

Keenze toll free at: 1-800-331-4806 or
in Oklahoma 918-749-8811.

basic probe pointed probe tip with the
ground clip assembly.
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Station by United Video

The innovative equipment will make

General Cable
Lowest-Loss Cable
Fused Disc coaxial cable ...
DIFFERENT.. .But BETTER ...
BETTER Because ...

General Cable provides:
Lowest Attenuation in the Industry
Longer Cable Lengths
Cable Shipped From Stock

CATV Professionals Dedicated to
Serving You ...
We Can Help You Deliver ...

Customer Service Center
800-526-4241
201-636-5500 (From NJ)

General
ceablev

CATV Products Operation
General Cable Corporation
1 Woodbridge Center
P.O. Box 700
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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Las Colinas

The Only Way to Live

By Toni Barnett
Managing Editor

Las Colinas Association security panels will be located

N

ear Irving, Texas a new community called Las Colinas
is under development. A highly sophisticated two-way
interactive program for that community will be on-line in
approximately two months. One unique aspect of this Texas
system is that the property owners of Las Colinas comprise
the Las Colinas Association—the system's owners.
The Las Colinas Association Communications System
(LCACS) is a computer-controlled, electronically-operated
audio/video system. The system is intended to provide
special and unique services that members desire and
services that may be upgraded in the future.
The Las Colinas system functions through asophisticated
network of buried cable, permitting a bi-directional flow of
both audio and visual information for the benefit and
protection of all property owners.
The central control center for the system, located on the
grounds, houses the system computers, signal receivers,
transmitters, etc. The entire central control center also has a
back-up power supply and emergency generator for use in
case of power failure.
There are five sub-systems which will be available to
residents: security, video, audio, music and videophone.
The security sub-system of the LCACS provides an audio/
video capacity and electronically-operated information bank
which act as vital support links to the Las Colinas security
service provided by the Association; and ambulance, police,
fire and medical services provided by the Municipality of
Irving. The security system will be capable of monitoring,
viewing, receiving, storing, retrieving and dispatching
information to appropriate points.

throughout the entire development area, plus those panels
which may be located in every home and business
throughout Las Colinas.
The Las Colinas security system uses the TOCOM Ill-A
central data system (CDS). The CDS can monitor and
control as many as 2,000 HT-3A or HT-3B home terminals
(also used in Las Colinas) through miles of coaxial cable.
TOCOM's Ill-A CDS recognizes fire, medical emergency,
intrusion, assault, supervisor fault and battery-low conditions. It also monitors the operating condition of each home
terminal.
Every few seconds the CDS requests the alarm status of
each of the possible 2,000 home terminals. If a change is
detected, the operator's CRT console and ahard copy logger
receive the demographic information that has been stored
for that particular home terminal. The result is a faster and
more efficient response to the emergency.
Communication occurs as a result of a combination of
time and frequency division multiplexing. The CDS
communicates down stream on the cable plant, utilizing an
FSK mode of modulation in the 100-160 MHz frequency
range. Home terminals respond on different channels called
groups, using an FSK mode of modulation in the 5-30 MHz
range.
After an alarm is received in the central control center and
recorded in the computer's memory, it is simultaneously
printed out on paper, displayed on a computer terminal
screen, and flashed on the control map of Las Colinas in a
color code denoting the type of alarm. Immediately, one of
the Las Colinas security officers dispatches a uniformed
officer to the location of the alarm.
Critical areas are monitored by cameras and displayed on
TV channels 17 and 18. These channels may be used for
property owner viewing and monitoring in the control center
for security purposes.
While a major purpose of the Las Colinas Association
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MEDICAL
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communications system is the security it provides, another
purpose of the system is to provide high quality and
elaborate programming of entertainment, educational and
informational material. This is provided via the communitywide antenna network (rooftop antennas are not permitted),
which brings programs to all property owners who choose to
connect to the system. One of the sub-systems utilizing this
antenna network is the Las Colinas video system.
The Las Colinas video system offers high quality pictures
to every television outlet on the system. In addition to area
TV stations, additional channels will schedule special entertainment programming including recently-released movies,

The Las Colinas Association monitor panel.
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classical films and educational presentations.

System Profile
The Las Colinas audio system is another sub-system
utilizing the antenna network. The system offers excellent
radio programming to members who connect an FM receiver
to the system. Members receive 11 Dallas/Ft. Worth AM
stations and 21 FM stations on an FM receiver.
The music system in Las Colinas (under development) is
another sub-system using the antenna network. This system
will offer six mood background music stations programmed
by the Las Colinas Association for any member who
connects a receiver to the system. This programming will
originate in the central control center of the communications
system and transmit without commercials or interruptions.
Also on this system is a channel which will provide continuous weather information and achannel that will provide the
accurate time.
Some services currently under research and development are two-way guardhouse-to-home communication
(the videophone system), educational television with North
Lake College and/or the University of Dallas, live coverage of
local events and automatic home alerts for weather
disturbances.
Residential Security Package
The standard security panel installation for single family
dwelling units include: one TOCOM HT-3A home terminal,
one Las Colinas Association monitor panel, two photoelectric smoke detectors and one 135 degree heat detector.
TOCOM's HT-3A is an alarm-only reporting terminal

IDEAL FOR FSM
CALIBRATION

designed to communicate from remote locations through a
coaxial cable system with the TOCOM Ill-A or TOCOM II I-B
central data system. Each HT-3A has aunique address which
permits the CDS to request the status monitoring data every
few seconds.
Signals from two outputs can drive external system active
indicators and remote alarm annunciators. Each alarm input
can be individually configured to activate the remote
annunciator output, and to be a normally open or normally
closed circuit.
When an HT-3A terminal is in communication with aCDS,
it is visually indicated by an LED mounted on the unit.
In Las Colinas, the standard installation will have the
HT-3A terminal installed in acloset of the home and plugged
into an AC outlet. In addition, acable connection will be run
to the terminal and connected to the outside tap. An alarm
interface cable will be connected from the HT-3A to the other
monitoring devices installed throughout the home.
The Las Colinas Association monitor panel contains the
fire, medical, police and intrusion emergency buttons and
will be installed under the smoke detector at the master
security station in the home.
Two smoke detectors will be installed in the home. The
first will be installed at the master security station and the
second will be installed in a hallway near the bedrooms. In
addition, one heat detector will be installed in the kitchen
area, preferably on the wall above the range or as close as
possible.

II.A Dp

ACCURACY
/al ‘1160 4.5-300 MHz

EASIEST
CALIBRATOR
TO USE
Totally eliminates
cumbersome tuning required
by competitive calibrators

Sadelco, Inc.
Sadelco, Inc.
Sadelco, Inc.
Call or write for free color brochure

SPECTRUM
CALIBRATOR
MODEL
260-B
SPECIAL FEATURES:
• Extremely Flat White Noise
generator
• 73.5 MHz CW Reference
Generator
• Pulsed RF Reference
Generator
• Precision Step Attenuator
• Ni -Cad Battery Powered

299 Park Ave., Weehawken, N.J. 07087
Tel. 201-866-0912

• Calibrate field strength meters

General representative for Europe:
Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22
Tel. 041-41-75-50 Telex TELFI 78168
IN CANADA: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd. IN MEXICO: Polytronic, S.A..
Cuernavaca 152-A, Mexico 11 D.F. Mex. Tel. 5-53-77-17 & 5-53-87-00.

• Measure gain, loss, and response

e Determine peak reading errors
• An accurate standard signal source
Available at major CATV Distributors

Out of Sync

Q

Iam considering
the use of microwave
to reduce an extremely
long amplifier cascade
in

our system. What

should lconsider when
looking for a transmit
and receive site, and

A

amplitude modulation have advantages and disadvantages.
Frequency modulation requires extensive signal processing
but yields a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Amplitude
modulation conserves spectrum space and reduces signal
processing, but yields a lower signal-to-noise ratio for a
given path length and asmaller AGO range. The determining
factor in which method to choose is really afunction of your
particular application.

Five Reasons
for Choosing the
LRC Attenuator Pad
ONE PIECE
CONSTRUCTION
(
NO LOOSE NUT)
ATTENUATION
VALUE
STAMPED IN
THE METAL
VERY
TEMPERATURE
STABLE

ELECTRONICS,INC.

901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
Elleueend.,1,

CANADA EBRO: Electrol.ne IV Eqwpment. Montrea.
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on high ground. The receive site should likewise be on as
high ground as is reasonably possible. The terrain elevation
between the transmit and receive sites can then be plotted on
graph paper with distance on the horizontal axis and
elevation on the vertical. It is then necessary to measure the
heights of obstructions such as trees, water towers, buildings,
etc., and plot them at the proper distance and elevation on
the profile.
Once the profile with obstruction has been plotted, earth
curvature at the proper K factor and Fresnel Zone clearance
may be calculated and added to the height of the limiting
obstruction. (Fresnel Zone clearance is the margin required
to adequately clear an obstruction.)
Other considerations are power availability, site access,
proximity to the cable system and guying room to the receive
tower.

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
*LINE & DISTR. AMPLIFIERS

*FAST TURNAROUND

*FIELD STRENGTH METERS

*QUALITY WORKMANSHIP

*HEADEND &CCTV GEAR

*REASONABLE RATES

All units checked to meet manufacturers spec's.
90 days unconditional warranty from shipping date.
48 hours burn in period before final test.

LRC Attenuator Pads are available in values of 3, 6, 10 and
20 db with an accuracy of 5% or ' .5 db.
The specified frequency Range is 5 to 300 MHz.
75 ohms impedance in and out.
A 20 db minimum return loss.
Lab quality performance engineered and built by LRC, The
Innovators.

IN EUROPE THRU: Electro Servere N V

The transmit and receive site should be selected to
enhance your ability to get a path. Usually, in this type of
microwave application, the transmit site is located at the

be using the CARS band (12.70 GHz to 12.95 GHz). This
band has been set aside by the FCC for use by cable TV.
So far as the modulation type goes, both frequency and

AVAILABLE

is below one, a visually confirmed path may not exist at
microwave frequencies.

headend and the CATV tower is used to mount the transmit
antenna. The CATV tower is usually (but not always) located

frequency modulated or amplitude modulated equipment.
You did not specify the frequency band but Iassume you will

iRC

sight corresponds only to aK factor of one. Where the K factor

how do Igo about es-

wave system is the frequency band and whether to use

(ACTUAL /
SIZE)
/
COMPACT

guarantee that apath exists. In many parts of the country the
"K" factor, or equivalent earth radius, is less than 1and line of

tablishing aline of sight
path?
One of the first considerations when designing amicro-

SOLID BRASS
JACKET

With regard to site selection there are several considerations. First of all, line of sight visibility does not necessarily

B.1,,orn

ALSO AVAILABLE
*MODIFICATION KITS
*EMERGENCY SERVICE
"CASH DISCOUNTS
*FIELD SERVICE
*FCC COMPLIANCE TESTS
There is much more,
just call us collect for complete information.

VideoTech
Service Inc.
CATV- MATV- CCTV

4505-0 W ROSECRANS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250
213-675-3266

SYSTEM SECURITY STARTS
WITH THE EAGLE.
At Eagle Comtronics, CATV system
security is important business. In fact,
it's our only busiríess. That's why we've
developed systems that make sense
and money for our customers. Here are
just a few examples.

Why do we feature outdoor
systems?
Whether you pick the Eagle ScramblerDescrambler system, the Notch- Filter
Trap system, or both, tap-mounted
pole connections are featured.
That means no embarassing in-home
shutoffs, no theft of service, no hastles
for service men. Trouble-free security
that works ... it makes sense to us.

Why is high quality so important?
From start to finish, we build our
equipment to last. Plastic is cheaper,

but we use solid brass that's heavily
nickel plated. Potting is a costly extra
step, but we do it so our exterior components have unexcelled temperature
stability. Quality that pays for itself is
what you get with every Eagle security
component. That makes sense now
and in the future.

But, can you afford us?
What good is a great system security
setup if you can't afford it. That's why
we price our systems realistically ...
competitively. With Eagle, you really
can afford the best. If this makes sense
to you. give us a call. We'll give you
the facts and figures on how you can
add the proven performance of an
Eagle security system to your CATV
operation.

EAGLE

COMTRONICS INC.
P.O. BOX 93, PHOENIX, N.Y. 13135, (3151638-2586

Canadian Comments

CTCA Examines
Canadian Cable

Canada, Telesat Canada and the Canadian Independent
Telephone Association. The industry as awhole spent more
than $2 billion in 1978 to maintain and improve its plant, now
valued at close to $17 billion. With projected operating
revenues of $4.5 billion and expenses of well over $3 billion in

By Toni Barnett, managing editor

T

he Canadian communications marketplace is in a state
of turmoil and could easily get out of control if the carriers,
broadcasters, cable operators, governments and regulators
don't find ways to develop policies to cope with the major
fundamental issues now facing their industries and the

country as a whole.
The telecommunications carriers industry has, through
its organization, the Canadian Telecommunications Carriers
Association (CTCA), attempted throughout 1978 to clarify
the concerns and aspirations of its member companies, and
to assume a more united front in facing the many new
challenges of the coming years.
According to CTCA President, Don Cruickshank, the
industry must intervene and state its position on all issues of
principle. "As an Association," he said, "we must try to
identify those issues on which our members have common
interests and work together productively where we can be
more effective in unison than we could independently."
CTCA membership comprises the major telephone
companies across the country, CN and CP Telecommunications, the TransCanada Telephone System, Teleglobe

'
1
'
1
44,
TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS INC.

42 Racine Road, Rexdale, Ontario M9W 2Z3
Tel. 416-743-1481
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NON-DUPLICATION SWITCH
MODEL RS6
Our full product range includes:

PROCESSORS

LINE
EXTENDERS

FEED-FORWARD
AMPLIFIERS

MODULATORS

SMALL SYSTEM
TRUNK AMPLIFIERS

INTERFERENCE
ELIMINATORS

SIGNAL

TV

PHASE LOOK

INTER-MOD

APARTMENT

CONVERTERS

TEST SET

AMPLIFIERS

1978, it provides employment to some 105,000 Canadians,
representing this year alone about $1.7 billion.
In 1978, the telecommunications carriers have established
a number of priority programs which require immediate
action. These include defining the scope of exclusive
common carrier businesses, gearing up for competition in
related businesses, providing industry leadership in shaping
telecommunications policy, dealing with the immediate
challenge of terminal interconnection, enhancing the
financial viability of the industry and capitalizing on new
market opportunities emerging in new service areas.
At atwo-day policy planning conference held in October,
senior management representatives of all 21

CTCA

companies examined the major policy questions facing the
industry and formulated plans for the year ahead. Particular
attention was paid to the cable television industry's future
plans and activities.
The industry is concerned about the degree and nature of
regulation and responsibility that would be applied to the
cable operators should they be licensed to provide the proposed non-programming services, and thereby become, in
fact, another group of telecommunications carriers, in direct
competition with those already offering similar services to
the same customers.
The telecommunications carriers hope to promote amore
open dialogue with CATV operators and their Association,
and to participate in the ongoing debates on terminal
attachment, interconnection, and other basic elements of
the future structure of the telecommunications industry.

O

n the national scene, in addition to involvement in
standards, communications for the handicapped,
building industry consulting services, radio spectrum
management, research and development and many other
areas of importance to the provision of efficient telecommunications services in Canada, Association members have
agreed to subsidize half the cost of a $5 million fiberoptics
field trial in Eli, Manitoba, as afurther commitment in finding
ways to improve service in remote areas. Funded jointly by
CTCA and the Department of Communications, the field
trial, to begin this year, will be conducted to assess the
technical and economic feasibility of utilizing fiberoptics
technology for improving communications services in rural
areas. Services to be provided, on an experimental basis by
the basic system, will include single-party telephone service,
FM radio and multi-channel television. This, and other fiberoptics networks now being installed in various parts of
Canada by common carriers, will be capable of delivering a
wide range of additional services as they evolve.
Work is also underway in preparation for the September
1979 World Administrative Radio Conference in Geneva,
which will completely revise international radio regulations.
This will be the first revision in twenty years, and the
decisions to be taken will affect the frequency allocations
and sharing criteria that will exist for the rest of this century.
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TEST Features MDS Handbook
Now available from TEST Inc., is a valuable and informative handbook
about MDS, multipoint distribution service.
The handbook is a result of tying experience and information together to
form a technical philosophy for MDS operators. The topics treated include
FCC regulations, transmitters, program sources, receiving paths, antennas,
down converters and receiving installation practices. It includes 49 photos,
block diagrams and installation drawings. The handbook is useful for
management planning, instruction classes, on-sight installation, and assists
projected business costs and planning.
Written by Ed Stark, who has experience and qualifications in MDS as well

MDS Handbook from TEST.

as CATV engineering and management, the price is $8.45 ea., or $5.50 for two

FET Probes: The Next Step In
Quality Signal Measurements

or more.
For a copy of the MDS Handbook, contact TEST Inc., 16130 Stagg Street,
Van Nuys, California 91409, (213) 989-4535.

Tektronix Application Note Explains Operation and Use of FET Probes
What does the oscilloscope user gain in return for the added expense of an
FET probe: What are its advantages and limitations?
A new application note, "FET Probes: The Next Step in Quality Signal
Measurements (AX-3580)" by Ron Lang, recently issued by Tektronix, Inc.,
answers these and many other often-asked questions from oscilloscope users.
Also presented are graphs, schematic diagrams and simple equations dealing
with probe response to various types of signals and signal sources. This
application note is a valuable teaching aid for vocational schools and industrial
training courses, as well as an informative guide for the uncertain buyer.
This free application note may be obtained by writing Julie Schmit, Delivery
Station 76-260, Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077.

New application note from Tektronix.

The CI11

gives you aradiation alert.
• If you have no radiation the CR-1 is quiet.
When asignal from the ST-1C transmitter is
detected the alert lights flash and the audio
tone is heard. The complete CR -1

and

Write or Call Today
MSC
MID STATE
Communications

ST-1C system is only $495.00, and it is a

174 South First Ave.

time saver.

(317) 787-9426

Inc.

Beech Grove, Indiana 46203
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WE CAN NOW SUPPLY INTELLIGENT TAPS
FOR HOME RUN, LOOP THROUGH OR
PAY ONLY SERVICES
Loop through systems choose IT-1
• Requires only one cable for operation
• Individual control on loop system
without access problems
• Fits any single gang electrical box
• Stainless steel plate
• Tamper detection circuitry
• Compatible with pay services
• 3 remote control options to
suit any operational requirement
• Standby memory power maintains
system conditions during AC
power outages

Wall mounted IT-1s each have aunique address,
programmed prior to installation, enabling the
service

to

be

controlled

from

one

central

location. Each IT-1 can be monitored to verify
correct operation, allowing detection of units
which have been removed or tampered with.
Mechanical

security

is offered using tamper

proof screws. One cable carries signal, power
and control signals.

Pay only systems choose IT-1G
These

tap

offs

provide

switching

of

one

pay

channel within a wall plate. Basic service is passed
uninterrupted. The IT-1G is ideal for MDS, hotels
and motels, where basic service is optional. Other
features are identical to those of the IT-1.

•
•
•
•
•

Requires only one cable for operation
Designed for hotel and motel loop through systemf.
Basic service uninterrupted
One switchable pay channel
Other features similar to our field proven IT-1

Home run systems choose IT-6
The

IT-6

provides

six

indepentdently

• Remote or local control of multi -tier systems

switchaUe

• Each output fully addressable

outputs from one common input. Multi-input optiors
are available. Designed for home
run apartment distribution and
pay systems.

Each port has a

unique address. Combine IT-6s

In
•:;›

DELTA RENCO

l
e
)
ITS

CASCADE

Z.)
ADDRESSABLE

to provide an unlimited number of pay channels or
multi-tier services. Control existing home run systems
by installing our IT6-6 in series with existing wiring.

• Pay service options
• Lowpower consumption
• Combine units to provide
unlimited pay or multi-tier
service
• Standby memory power maintains system
condition during AC power outages

TAP

Contol two services to one customer with our IT6-3.

The brain of our intelligent tap
is our unique custom PMOS LSI
logic control chip
Call Dave Fear and find out how our intelligent
addressables can increase your revenue!

LEK

DELTA.BENCO•CASCADE
a member company of the REDIFFUSION group

40

124 Belf ield Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W 1G1
Telephone (416)241-2651 Telex 06-989357
In USA Wats '' 8O0-828-1016
ask for brochure 78-IT

People

* Larry A. Bowman was recently
appointed vice president, Operations,

chemical engineering degree from the
University of New South Wales.

THE ONLY TAP
OF ITS KIND

for Comm/Scope Company. Before
joining Comm/Scope in October,
Bowman was general manager of the
Rocky Mount Cable Plant of Superior
Cable Corporation in Rocky Mount,
North Carolina, and administrative
manager at its Hickory Cable plant.

MOISTURE SEALED
ett CORROSION
RESISTANT
Colin J. O'Brien
* Kevin Finn has been named general manager of the TRW Semiconductor Division, which incorporates TRW's
Larry Bowman

RF and Power Semiconductor operations. He succeeds Stan Czerwinski,

Comm/Scope's board of directors also
recently announced the election of

engineering and quality control positions with Pratt and Whitney at Hartford,

who has voluntarily resigned from
TRW to become pres .dent of Q.T.
Wiles & Associates, Los Angelesbased electronic manufacturers' representatives. Finn has been operations
manager of TRW Power Semiconductors for the past year, and previously

Connecticut.
* Colin J. O'Brien has been named
president of Jerrold Electronics Corporation effective January 1st, announced Frederick Shuh, chairman
and chief executive. O'Brien joined

was CATV plant manager at TRW RF
Semiconductors. He also headed the
Semiconductor Division's Western
European operations for three years,
headquartered in Bordeaux, France.
He took over the Division on January 1,

General Instrument in 1972 and has
held the position of executive vice
president of Jerrolc for the past year.

1979.

Larry W. Nelson to the position of vice
president, Engineering. Prior to joining
Comm/Scope, Nelson held various

No other tap provides
this protection:
• Baked-on, Polyurethane Finish
plus a Totally Water Sealed Assembly
• Patented Non-Shearing Center
Seizure Mechanism
• ModLlar
• 5-300 MHz
• Eye-level Center Seizure Coanections
• *With a standard irridite finish

AFt‘lJWC ATV
AN ARVIN COMPANY
4490 Old Columbus Road, N.W.,
Carroll, Ohio 43112
614-756-9211
For Delivery
— Call

Commenting on the news, Shuh, a
senior vice president of General Instru-

Cableyision Equipment Company

ment, said, "O'Brien's appointment
represents the fulfillment of an organizational plan developed almost two
years ago and recognizes the out-

Garland, Tex 75042
214.272.8551
Signal Vision. Inc.
Laguna Hills, Cald 92653
714 5863196
Comm-Plea Electronics
Montreal. Quebec CANADA H4P1V4

standing growth in revenue and earnings achieved by Jerrold during this
period. In his new position, O'Brien will
further strengthen Jerrold's position of
leadership in support of the dynamically-

514-341-7440
Emjay Electronics
Drexel Hill, Pa 19026
215-461-0353
ComSE Sales Corp.
Lawrenceville. Ga 30245
404-963-7870
Video Systems
Route 1— Bo> 235

growing cable television industry."
Prior to joining Jerrold, O'Brien spent
eight years with Union Carbide in a
variety of financial and marketing
positions in Great Britain and Canada.
A native of Australia, he holds a

AND ONLY $7.25 ($5.50")

Lodi, VVisconsin 53555
608-592-3272
Stock Electronics
RueDe Hennin 74
Brussels. Belgium B1050
Telex 846-23 704

Kevin Finn
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Classifieds
Employment Oppt.

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED JOB APPLICANTS
OR A NEW POSITION?
We are an employer-paid personnel service organization maintaining data on positions and
personnel available nationwide. Call or write for our free "Top Job Candidates" or "Job Opportunities" bulletins.
Agencies.

Confidential services.

Licensed by the California Bureau of Employment

Research, Brokerage,

CMi

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
2326 Tampa Ave, El Cajon, Ca 92020 (714) 461-7891

Personnel and Marketing
Services.
Established 1971

ENGINEER

CONSTRUCTION PERSONNEL

Engineer needed with 1st Class FCC
license with microwave experience.
Should be interested in operating satellite transmitter. Work in the Nation's
Capital for Cable Satellite Public Affairs
Network. Contact Brian Lamb.

Foreman, linemen and splicers for aerial
and underground CATV construction in
the PA, NJ, MD, VA areas. Top wages
with hospitalization, life insurance,
profit sharing, paid holidays and paid
sick days. Send resume to:

Help Wanted

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Excellent opportunity available for a
chief technician with aproven history of
technical experience and the ability to
take charge of maintaining a mediumsized system. System located in the
beautiful central Pennsylvania area.
Liberal fringe benefit program including
hospitalization, profit sharing plan, etc.
If you feel you are qualified, send resume
with references and work experience to:
Huntingdon TV Cable Company, Inc.
607 Washington Street
Huntingdon, PA 16652
Attn: J. Melvin Isett
814-643-3498

C-SPAN
Suite 308
1745 Jefferson-Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202
703-892-4200

CHIEF ENGINEER
TWO CHIEF
TECHNICIANS NEEDED
Ready to settle down and work with
brand new equipment?
Two Chief Techs needed in charge of
100 mile systems in Ames and Newton,
Iowa.

WANTED
Person experienced in CATV aerial and
underground construction for work in
Hawaii. IBEW wages, insurance, holidays and other fringe benefits.
TV Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 3618
Honolulu, Hawaii 96811
(808) 847-5971 -Garland Thomas

Lightning Electric of PA, Inc.
1746 East Chocolate Avenue
Hershey, PA 17033
or call
717-533-4982

Construction knowledge important.
Ames system includes microwave.
Contact:
Terry Rich 515-752-3691
4
"%1
11
. ,.
1201 Industrial Blvd.
Nly
oi
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158
E.O.E./Heritage Communications, Inc.

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Young and very aggressive MS0 located in Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia area has positions
for aggressive self-starters desiring career advancement.

TransVideo Inc., a division of Cox Cable
Communications, is looking for a chief
engineer to manage the technical operation
of a large system in southern California. If
you have a good record of working with
people and experience in system construction and design, microwave and system
maintenance, you may be the one we are
looking for. An E.E. degree is desireable. A
challenging opportunity with room for
growth, a warm sunny climate, good company benefits, excellent salary and security
with a stable company are some of the
rewards we offer the right person. If you are
ready to move up and accept the rewarding
challenge that is ahead, send your resume
with references to:
Chief Engineer
TransVideo Inc.
P.O. Box 20847
San Diego, CA 92120

'SYSTEM TECHS-Responsibilities to include customer services, trunk and distribution
operations, some tower and small in-house extensions. Craftsmanship amust.

SYSTEM MANAGER

'REGIONAL SALES MGR.-Individual needed to plan and execute sales effort in new and existing
systems. HBO experience necessary. Young systems with plenty of potential.

Texas Gulf Coast system needs a manager/technician for its 3,600 subscribers.
2nd Class FCC license and microwave
experience required. Growth potential,
good salary and fringe benefits for the
right individual. Send resume and salary
requirements to:

INSTALLERS-Contract and permanent positions available. Detail and thoroughness amust.
Consistent and coordinated work.
Excellent benefits and quality working conditions. Opportunity for excellent compensation
based on your contribution to company growth. Send resume with salary history, call today:
DAVID NORCUTT
VICE-PRESIDENT, OPERATIONS
MATRIX ENTERPRISES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2000
FRANKLIN, TN 37064
615-373-2794
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Personnel Manager
Cablecom-General, Inc,
8800 E. Arapahoe Road
Englewood, CO 80112
303-770-7500

Ad Index
Equipment Wanted

G.M.P. cable lashers, models C, F or J.
Call Larry Borson at 213-697-6852.

Jeep 10 err ; *ales
Manufacturers Represented:
Blonder Tongue
Broadband Engineering
CCS Hatfield
Control Technology
EEG Enterprises
Gamco
Insulation Systems
LRC Electronics
Multiplier Industries
Power Conversion Products
Suen Electronics
Vitek

Equipment For Sale

1-200 foot self supporting tower, angle
legs. 2-300 feet, 1-180 foot, 2-220 feet,
48 inch face. All used Telco towers.
1-275 foot tubular leg. Call 901-274-7510
or 901-853-8037 (nights).

STEVEN W. GROSSMAN
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
3501 S Corona. P 0 Box 2001
Englewood, Colorado 80110
(303) 761-3304

Business Directory

(800) 525-8386

RONALD C. COTTEN & ASSOCIATES
Professional Engineers
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
Phone: 303-770-4175
5726 S. Jamaica Way

Jc
• Amps
• Cable
• Connectors
• Components
• Drop Mati
• Hardware
• Passives
• Traps
• Switchers
• Stand-by

Englewood, Colorado 80110

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
'Line & Distr Amplifiers
'Field Strength Meters
•Headend & CCTV Gear
•Fast Turnaround
'Quality Workmanship
'Reasonable Rates

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.

All repairs are unconditionally
guaranteed
For more information call collect

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
1(1 'iii CARi INDuSTP,

VIDEOTECH SERVICE INC
4505-D W

Rosecrans Avenue

Hawthorne, CA 90250

P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201

(213) 675-3266

Arvin/CATV Systems
Cerro Communication
Products
Communications Distribution
Corp.
Comsearch, Inc
Comtech Data Corp
Delta-Benco-Cascade
Eagle Comtronics, Inc

53
19
23
8
32
52
49

EEG Enterprises, Inc.
24
Gardiner Communications
Corp.
36, 37
General Cable Corp
45
GTE Sylvania/Electrical
Components
3
Home Box Office
28-29
Hughes Aircraft Company
7
Intercept, Corp
22
J & IElectronics, Inc
24, 25
James G. Biddle Company .... 34
LRC Electronics, Inc.
48
Microwave Filter Company,
Inc
18
Mid State Communications,
Inc
51
Monroe Electronics, Inc.
Oak Industries, Inc
Phasecom
Powervision
RMS Electronics
Sadelco, Inc.
Sawyer Industries
Scientific-Atlanta/
Cable Div
Temtron
Texscan
Time, Inc.
Times Wire & Cable/
CATV
Triple Crown Electronics,
Inc.

15
2
20, 21
31
4, 56
47
14
38
35
13
31
10, 22

Utility Tower Company ... 33,
VideoTech Service, Inc
Vitek Electronics, Inc.
Weldone Trading Company,
Inc.
Wide Band Engineering
Company, Inc.

50
43
48
17
14
15

Power
• Sweep Gear

Call (717) 263-8258 or

• Test Gear

(717) 264-5884

Subscribe to

CRED

C-ED'S CLASSIFIED RATES AND INFORMATION
Payable in advance Check or money order only
(Billing charge $1 00 additional )
When placing an ad indicate the exact category
desired Help Wanted. Position Wanted. Professional
Services. Business Directory. etc If this information is
omitted we will determine the appropriate category

Replies with Blind Box numbers should be addressed
to (Box Number) c/o C-ED, 1139 Delaware Plaza.
Denver , Colorado 80204
Rates: $25 00 per column inch
inch

Minimum order one

according to the Copy

For further information or to place your classified
advertisement, contact Joyce Hemmen at 800-525-

Deadline is two weeks prior to cover date Orders will
be accepted by written confirmation or taken over the

6370

phone
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[ATV
ELECTRONICS, INC.
RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y. 104B2
CAP. COLLECT (212) 89,?-1 .

0

RMS Electronics Incorporated 1977

